Overview
Marck and David here

BrainStorm is our 'baby'. We hope you enjoy using it as much as we enjoyed creating it.
BrainStorm is your companion:
•

It captures your thoughts and ideas

•

It works the way you do

•

It stimulates your thinking

•

It can grab information from other programs (browsers, word processors etc)

•

Its powerful, yet easy to use, commands help you organise your material

•

You can trigger actions in the outside world of emails, the web, files and programs from within
BrainStorm

•

You can share your thoughts with others, even if they don't have BrainStorm

Here are some start points to get you going:
First steps is useful if you're new to BrainStorm
Quick start goes into more depth
Outliners is useful if you're familiar with outliners
Introduction to BrainStorm is best once you've used BrainStorm for a bit
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First steps
BrainStorm helps you:
•

Do more

•

In less time

•

To a higher standard

•

With less effort

BrainStorm makes it easy for you to:
•

Capture your knowledge: Thoughts, ideas, recollections, inspiration

•

Gather information: From the Web. From on-screen documents. From files.

•

Organise it all: Sequence and structure your material using simple yet powerful commands.

•

Launch external actions: Open documents and files, send emails, open web pages and run
programs from within BrainStorm.

•

Export it: HTML pages which mimic BrainStorm. Plain HTML. Text outlines to file or
clipboard.

Go to Step 1
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Step 1 - blank slate
Don't know what to do first?

•

This is what you see when you start BrainStorm

•

The heading area contains an editable title for your work

•

Either the Title will be highlighted or the dot icon will be selected.
(You may choose which in Options/Preferences/Editing options)

•

Just Open a file, paste or type to get information in. If typing, press Enter to complete each
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entry.
Go to Step 2
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Step 2 - making lists
•

You're making a list, getting your ideas and information in quickly. You can sort it all out later

•

Any entry in the list can be the heading of its own list. Useful if you like to work in a structured
way

•

Double click any entry icon to make the entry the heading of a new list

•

And carry on typing or pasting

•

Double click the heading icon to see the heading back in its original list
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•

The

•

Entries without descendants have a icon. You can make an entry a subsidiary of another by
shift/dragging it and dropping it on another entry's icon.

icon shows that this entry has 'descendants'

Go to Step 3
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Step 3 - an overview
•

Click the hot-air balloon

•

Each entry is presented as a single line so you can see the structure of your work without being
bothered with the detail

•

When you've seen enough, double click or press Enter at any entry to return to the working view
at that point

to see your work as an outline

Go to Step 4
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Step 4 - going deeper
Now you can learn about how the program can capture information from your computer screen, how
you can organise and reorganise, how you don't just build a tree or outline but how entries can be
cross-linked as 'namesakes', how you can merge the work of teams or publish your work as a web page
or pass it to other programs - Word, PowerPoint, outliners, diagrammers etc. BrainStorm gives you
masses of tools to crank up your personal (and team) productivity. Enjoy!!
Quick start is an illustrated guide to help you get going with BrainStorm
The Introduction to BrainStorm explains BrainStorm in some detail. You will find copies of this as a
ten-page document in the BrainStorm program folder in both Word and Acrobat formats. Or you can
view it online at http://www.brainstormsw.com/intro.html
At any time when using BrainStorm, pausing the mouse pointer on a toolbar icon will show a brief
descriptive 'tooltip' . Or use Contextual Help while running BrainStorm to see a full explanation - click
on then on the icon you want to know more about.
Click on any of the following to drill down into minute detail about related commands and functions:
Menu items:
•

File - file and print handling commands

•

Edit - entry and BrainStorm model editing commands

•

Browse - BrainStorm model navigation commands

•

Options - BrainStorm program options

•

Window - window display preferences

•

Help menu - help, licencing, contact options

Other key information:
•

Toolbars - each toolbar icon explained

•

Keyboard and mouse shortcuts - keyboard and mouse shortcuts

•

Colours and fonts - setting the BrainStorm, active file and entry colours

•

BrainStorm files - file names and explanations

•

Recovery - how BrainStorm tries to protect you from disaster

•

BrainStorm file format - how BrainStorm stores data

•

Java Browser - a kit for embedding a BrainStorm viewer into your website. (This is not part of
BrainStorm itself.)

•

Buy - how to pay for your BrainStorm licence
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Quick start
This section of the help file plunges a little deeper into BrainStorm
•

What is BrainStorm? What does it help you do?

•

Entering information by hand

•

Gathering information from other sources

•

Moving around your model

•

Restructuring your model

•

Linking to the outside world

•

Other good stuff
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What is BrainStorm?
A word about what BrainStorm is and what it helps you do
BrainStorm captures information from the computer screen, from files and from your head, and is used to
plan projects, prepare presentations, reports, articles, books, sermons and speeches. It is easy to use
and 'draws' new ideas out of you, stimulating your creativity.
BrainStorm models can be merged intelligently, greatly increasing the collective productivity of team
members separated by time or distance.
They can even be published in HTML or saved as text 'outline' files. It has to be said that the last option
diminishes the richness of the 'three-dimensional' nature of a BrainStorm model. Having said that, they
provide two methods of exporting to other programs.
These are some of the activities that BrainStorm can help you with:

Go to Entering information by hand
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Entering information by hand
Here is an example based on opening a restaurant. Start by just throwing in the first thoughts that come
into your head:

Just start typing. Press [Enter] to complete each entry. These appear as a list in the body of the display.
Each one can be a word, a phrase, a sentence, a paragraph, multiple paragraphs (press [Shift+Enter] at
the end of each paragraph), anything, in fact, up to a limit of 64,000 characters. Having said that, you
wouldn't want to try editing 64,000 characters in a single entry.

You will notice that the display is split into two - heading and list. The heading will either be the overall
Title of your model, or it will be an existing entry which has been 'promoted'. Each entry can be a heading
of another list (we call the entries in this list 'descendants' of the heading). To promote an entry, double
click its icon or press the Home key. ('Demotion', by the way, is done by double clicking the header
icon, or simply by pressing the End key - no need to select the heading icon first.)
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In this example, we promote the first entry to the heading:

Go to Gathering information from other sources
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Gathering information from other sources
You might decide to trawl the web for inspiration. The three paste commands give a variety of ways to
copy information from your screen into BrainStorm:
Magic paste - the easiest way to gather information
You will find that capturing information from Web pages and other on-screen documents is simplicity
itself. After activating Magic paste by clicking the
icon, just use other programs, eg a browser, and
highlight what you want then copy, usually Ctrl+C. Behind the scenes, Magic paste whips the text out of
the selected area and slots it into your BrainStorm model (with or without useful separators between
pastes). Your focus remains on the work at hand. You can define whether spaces and indents are to be
ignored or used to structure the incoming information.
Here's an example:
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Smart paste and Paste are not bad either
Smart paste is similar to Magic paste except that you have to move to the BrainStorm model prior to
pasting. This has the advantage of allowing you to navigate to the exact spot before pasting the
information using [Shift+Ctrl+V]. Paste on its own [Ctrl+V] normally pastes the information in the form it
was originally copied to the clipboard, although Options allows it to adopt the Smart paste settings.
Please note: with any kind of pasting you have to be sensitive to any copyright constraints
imposed by the author or publisher.
The above example was a simple bulleted list, so it matters little whether you used regular paste, Smart
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paste or Magic paste. The result would be similar. BrainStorm ignores the bullets and just pastes the text:

And that's all there is to it. The individual descriptions of Smart paste and Magic paste explain the more
powerful aspects of the commands.
One more thing to note, and that is that the heading icon is now a
the entry now has descendants.

instead of a

. This signifies that

Go to Moving around your model
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Moving around your model
[PgUp], [PgDn], [up arrow] and [down arrow] move you up and down the current list. Or you can move
to your new location using the slider bar (if present) and selecting the entry with the mouse.
To move beyond the current list: use Promote and Demote to move between levels; use Find/replace
and Find/replace again to search; or switch to the Aerial view using [Ctrl+B] (for Balloon) or use the
Aerial view toolbar icon . It's called Aerial view because it gives you a high level overview of your
BrainStorm model.
If you use the Aerial view, either double click on your new location to return to the normal view at that
point or click on it to select it and then use [Ctrl+B] or the Aerial view icon to return to the normal view
at that point.

This is the Aerial view of the tiny amount of work we've done.
Actually, we've cheated and added more information under 'Chinese'. The model is still only four levels
deep and fairly sparse. The Aerial view icon is in a 'tear off' mini toolbar - see Toolbars for other options.
The highlighted entry is 'Hong Kong' and this is where we would return to in the normal view.
Namesakes
One last word on navigation. A powerful feature of BrainStorm is the Namesake mechanism. If you
make a new entry identical to an existing one, it automatically links them and provides a local
representation of all the lower level information associated with the original. This list is shared by all
namesakes.
Good things about Namesakes:
•

You can navigate between multiple occurrences of the same information in different contexts
using the Previous and Next Namesake functions
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•

You can immediately see information that you already have stored on a subject when a namesake
is created. Suppose you had collected some information about an individual called Marck
Pearlstone, as soon as you enter his name again, all you know about him is at your fingertips

•

If you and your colleagues are all contributing to a BrainStorm model, you could highlight your
individual contributions with, say, your initials and a date. All contributions by you on a given date
will be namesaked, so it's easy for your colleagues to flick from one occurrence to another
Of course, you may just want to keep track of your own evolving model by dating entries. The
same goes for pasting material from other sources, especially if you use Magic paste because it
can automatically paste a dated separator, before each pasted entry
Nip sideways around your model using these Namesakes as 'back doors' - just use the left and
right arrow keys. Click on the Namesake icon or press [Ctrl+N] to break the link on the
selected entry(ies)
Go to Restructuring your model
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Restructuring your model
When you have captured a number of ideas, you may find you want to group them together under new
headings. BrainStorm gives you four ways of doing this: cut and paste, drag and drop, throw and retrieve
and Nudge.
Cut stores entries in the sequence they were selected and then pastes them in this new sequence. Select
consecutive entries by clicking one and then holding the Shift key down while clicking the last of the
group. Alternatively, hold the [Ctrl] key down while clicking on non-consecutive entries. When selected,
press [Ctrl+X] to cut them. Select a destination and press [Ctrl+V] to paste them in the sequence they
were selected.
Select all the entries in a list by pressing Ctrl+A.
You can use the toolbar icons for Cut and Paste

.

(A quick, and impressive, way to re-order an entire list is to [Ctrl]+click to select entries in the preferred
sequence, then press [Ctrl+X] quickly followed by [Ctrl+V].)
Like this:

The Sort entries commands and will sort either a selected group of entries, or the entire list, into
either ascending or descending alphanumeric sequence (0-9;A-Z or Z-A; 9-0).
Drag and drop means that you can select one or more entries and, while holding the left mouse button
down, slide them to a new location. Move the mouse pointer to an entry for the moved items to be
pasted above it. Drag and Drop works between BrainStorm windows even if they open on to different
models.
By holding down the Shift key while dragging and dropping a contiguous group of entries, you can make
the dragged entries 'descendants' of the target entry. Indeed, you can drag them to a heading to
incorporate them into the list to which the heading belongs. We call the first 'Push down' and the second
'Push up'.
BrainStorm also gives you two special tools for restructuring your model quickly. They are Throw
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entry(ies) [Ctrl+T] or , and Retrieve entry [Ctrl+R] or . Use them with the Mark ([Ctrl+M] or
click in the space between the entry and its icon). Throw moves the currently selected entry(ies) to just
above the currently marked entry and Retrieve moves the currently marked entry to just above the
current entry. Just keep the keys pressed down to move a succession of entries rapidly. The Mark
moves to the next entry until the list is exhausted. Use Jump [Ctrl+J] or to dive back and forth to
check progress or, indeed, to correct an overrun.
Nudge allows you to move entries up and down the current list one entry at a time. Use Alt+Up arrow
and Alt+down arrow for this.
Keyboard and mouse shortcuts shows all the keyboard and mouse shortcuts.
Go to Other good stuff
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Magic Launch
You can trigger events such as emails, opening web pages, files and programs from within BrainStorm
All you need is a valid description or file location in a BrainStorm entry.
The right mouse menu entry Magic Launch or the shortcut key Alt+L will trigger the action.
If a valid address is selected (highlighted) then the launch will always work.
If the entry icon is selected or the edit cursor is within the entry, BrainStorm will do its best to guess your
intentions.
Here are some examples of valid addresses:
www.brainstormsw.com
support@brainstormsw.com
mailto:support@brainstormsw.com
c:\notepad.exe
c:\document.txt
c:\Documents and Settings\David\Desktop\Skype.lnk
c:\another document.txt
All the above will work if they are the sole contents of the entry and its icon is selected.
However, if an entry contains additional text, BrainStorm has to do some thinking. If the edit cursor is
within the valid address, then BrainStorm will try and figure out where the address starts and ends.
Because spaces are the most common separator, if they occur within a file name, as in the last item
above, BrainStorm will not be able to open it unless the cursor is on the entry icon (in the case where the
entry contains just the file address) or the file location is selected (highlighted) within the entry.
If you have BrainStorm installed on a memory stick and you use it on different machines: BrainStorm will
treat a ./ (dot slash) in front of a filename as a substitute for the current executable path (ie where
BrainStorm runs from). It doesn't then matter what drive letter the host machine assigns to your memory
stick.
Some technical notes for Outlook users:
If you have a specific protocol handler on your computer such as Outlook:\\, you can include it in your
link to force Magic Launch to use that handler. eg Outlook:\\Personal Folders\Tasks\~Program testing
If you use the free Outlook Linker program (from http://www.teamscope.com/), you can pick up a link
address for an Outlook item in the form:
Outlook:00000000BD03D727E33E224897E05824295CEE7324EB8A00.
Just paste it into BrainStorm and use Launch Link to launch the task item in Outlook
Use:
Alt+L
Right mouse menu
Browse menu
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Other good stuff
Do investigate other areas of BrainStorm especially its ability to Merge files intelligently and make sense
of text files, including indented outlines.
You can save your model to a file or the clipboard, ready for use by other programs using the Write text
file command.
You can also publish your model in a form which can be viewed using any modern Web browser. Use
the Publish HTML option to squirt your entire BrainStorm model out as a single 'three dimensional'
Web page. Fantastic for just emailing your thoughts to friends and colleagues or for rapid publication to
your website. The published model contains its own small JavaScript program which we call the
'mind-reader', because it helps others read your thoughts. If the destination browser doesn't have
JavaScript switched on (most do these days) then the model will display as an outline.
You may also publish your model as plain HTML which can be read by many programs.
(If you know nothing about HTML, ignore this paragraph. But, you can include conventional HTML tags
in your BrainStorm entries in order to enrich the recipient's experience. e.g. <IMG SRC="myphoto.gif">
- make sure you make the myphoto.gif file available to the recipient's browser, otherwise this won't
work. Other things such as <I>Italic</I> enable you to highlight text.)
(If you know nothing about Java, ignore this paragraph. But, if you licence (separately from the
BrainStorm program) the special Java Browser, you can incorporate it directly into your own Web pages
and use it to directly view BrainStorm models held on the web server. The advantage of this is that you
need not replace the web page itself each time the underlying model changes.)
Please note that the full HTML version of a BrainStorm model renders itself according to the capabilities
of the Web browser being used. It is optimised for JavaScript-enabled browsers and works best on
Internet Explorer 5 and later. Because it contains JavaScript, some browsers might try to block loading
of such a file. You can safely override the block. BrainStorm models only affect your local machine to the
extent that they create a temporary cookie to keep track of where you are in the BrainStorm model.
There is much, much, more to BrainStorm. Some of the commands, such as Merge, Find, Smart paste
and Magic paste have further powerful options which would repay exploration.
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Outliners
BrainStorm is a different kind of outliner. This page has been provided for Outliner users and prospective
Outliner users to make it clear how the programs differ. We hope you find it even-handed and helpful.
Our favourite user quote sums it up for us:
"BrainStorm is fast, flexible, forgiving and fun"

Roots - work like you think
BrainStorm was invented before the first commercial outliners came on the scene. If you are already an
outliner user, you will find both familiarity and difference in BrainStorm. If you are just thinking about
which kind of program to use, we hope this document helps you. We should say right from the start that
BrainStorm users quite often use both outliners and visual mind-mapping programs as well. In fact,
BrainStorm is as happy in a mixed environment as it is as a standalone program. The choice, of course, is
yours.
The background to BrainStorm is that it was designed to reflect the way we think. Outliners were
originally designed to reflect the way material is organised. Visual mind-mapping tools are superficially
different to outliners but structurally, they are the same. Users of both find they are locked in to a rather
rigid way of working. The roots of the three types of program have affected their developments since.
Focus - be in control
BrainStorm is designed to be fast and focused, to give the user infinite flexibility when capturing and
organising textual information, whether it is from their heads, from any on-screen document or from a file.
The most sound structure is usually the result of refining information, rather than deciding a structure
before the information has been gathered. Having said that, you can work in either a structured or
unstructured way with BrainStorm. Changing your mind is easy enough.
At all times you are focused on the work at hand, seeing just the current heading and the current list. (Or
the current parent and the current children, which is how some refer to them. We do, internally, as it
happens.) Many people use Hoist and Collapse in advanced outliners in order to achieve a similar result.
The heading provides the context. The entries can be reordered very simply to reflect importance or
priority, or even be regrouped and made subsidiary to another entry. This can be done using cut and
paste, drag and drop between split windows or simply shift and drag if the destination is in view.
BrainStorm's contextual focus means that you use your brainpower
for the task at hand, not for operating the program or being
distracted by extraneous surrounding information
A very powerful feature of BrainStorm is that it remembers the sequence in which you select entries so
when they're moved, they arrive in the sequence they were selected. Our researchers tell us that
BrainStorm is the only outliner-type program that offers this re-ordering on the fly. Another very powerful
feature is that you can undo your work, including reorganization, to many levels (up to 512,000, if you
want) if you make a mistake. This is peace of mind with a big P. Most outlining programs warn that
deletion of a branch cannot be undone.
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This screen shot shows an extract from a BrainStorm user's email to our beta discussion list. He is also
something of an authority on outliners. We were discussing outliners and BrainStorm, hence the heading.
The heading, incidentally, is part of an action list. This entire page is derived from these discussions and
other research on outliners. The chevron icons to the left of two entries show that they also occur
elsewhere in the model.
Free-form - work the way you want
Any entry can be a heading of another list. Any entry can be as big as you want but, typically, it would be
a paragraph. Some poets or musicians might put a whole verse in an entry. This is easy enough (use
Shift+Enter instead of Enter). Unlike outliners, there is no concept of headings and notes, all entries
(apart from the overall Title) are equal. This makes grabbing information from external sources a breeze.
BrainStorm provides a variety of methods, but the best is probably Magic paste. This grabs the textual
content of the clipboard whenever it changes. Browse the Web, select what you want and press Ctrl+c.
You can sort it all out later when you return to BrainStorm.
Any entry which has lower level entries has an = sign on its icon. Any without have a plain -. When
selected, either of these acquires an up-facing arrow to show that another click will move them to the
heading, revealing their own list of entries. The heading, when selected, acquires a downward facing
arrow to show that another click will move it back into the body. Usually people will double click or use
the Home and End keys to navigate up and down the hierarchy.
Organisation - organise and reorganise easily
You can have multiple windows open on the same model, facilitating drag and drop rearrangement of
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entries. You can also use cut and paste and BrainStorm's powerful Throw and Retrieve commands.
Many refinements of the basic drag and drop theme help you arrange and rearrange material as your
work and your understanding of your subject matter evolve. You could elect to have an outline view of
your work on display in one of these windows. In fact this is more like Fold in an conventional outline
because each entry is shown on a single line.
Content - capture almost anything
Because BrainStorm is content-agnostic, you can throw everything bar the kitchen sink into it. Diary,
to-do lists, project information, articles, white papers - all can be absorbed readily. Some people treat
BrainStorm as a free-form database of their life, including contact names and telephone numbers, details
of conversations and so on. BrainStorm models can be easily merged together and, in fact, BrainStorm
will have an intelligent stab at understanding any external file. (By the way, you may pick up a free Diary
generator program from BrainStorm's Download page. It generates either a BrainStorm file or a tabbed
outline file.)
Links - identical entries are linked automatically
Advanced outliners have clones, BrainStorm has 'namesakes'. BrainStorm senses when an identical entry
has been made and links it automatically to the pre-existing entry, inheriting all its sub-levels, unless you
elect to turn it off. Thus, you could have a person's name, with all their details at lower levels. As soon as
you use this person's name in any other context, all the existing information is at your fingertips. If you
want it. The left and right arrow keys move you from one namesake to another.
What it doesn't do - BrainStorm avoids some things on purpose
BrainStorm does not use tagging, keywords, indexing, or columns. It uses the fastest and most direct
means to finding and linking: a lightning fast find command and the automatic linking of namesakes.
Neither interrupts your flow, a key aspect to BrainStorm's design. Here's just one example of the
usefulness of namesakes: when Marck and David work on BrainStorm development, they send their
progress reports to each other as BrainStorm models. Typically, they put their initials and a date above
each update. Because these entries are all connected as namesakes, skipping through the latest updates is
fast and simple.
BrainStorm does not embed multimedia objects. It does have an HTML publish function which will
associate normal HTML tags (eg <img src=...) with the outside world. In fact it has two HTML
publishing commands, one outputs a simple HTML file which can be read by many other programs. The
other is a more complex affair which includes an embedded JavaScript 'mind-reader' element. This
enables anyone to view your BrainStorm thought model, in the way you conceived it. Almost three
dimensional, because it is a hierarchy of information, with cross-links created by the namesakes.
You could visualise a BrainStorm model hierarchy as a Christmas tree
with the namesakes being represented by tinsel or fairy lights
connecting different branches together
BrainStorm does not lend itself to the creation of columns or matrices. We mention this in case it is
essential to your work. It is possible, with a small amount of thought, to create a similar effect, but if it is
central to your needs we would suggest you look elsewhere. Or buy both programs! In this area of
organisation, sorting is often mentioned. BrainStorm has both ascending and descending sorts of the
current selection or the current list.
By now, you will have noticed that BrainStorm is focused on gathering and organising textual information.
It makes few concessions to presentation, because we believe that this requires entirely different skills
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and a different treatment of the content. It also moves the focus away from the subject matter and
towards its presentation. BrainStorm does, however make use of fonts and colours at the model level,
and individual colours at the entry level. This is all under user control. Colours are not automatically
associated with levels, although it is possible to colour an entire level with a couple of keystrokes and
clicks of the mouse.
Working with other programs - continue your work elsewhere
BrainStorm outlines can be written to the clipboard or to a file, indented with spaces or tabs. In fact,
selected entries or those containing certain text can be output, to any number of levels. These can be
understood by a variety of programs, including Natara's Bonsai outliner for the Palm, MindManager X5
and FreeMind. They all work best if the model is written to the clipboard with tabbed indents selected.
The resulting model can then just be pasted in directly.
HTML publishing, mentioned above, makes BrainStorm models usable and viewable in other
applications. A Microsoft Word .dot template is also provided for easy transformation of BrainStorm
models into a Word outline (Write to clipboard, paste and run the transform macro.) Finally, BrainStorm
lends itself to the output of PowerPoint compatible outlines.
Speed, power and simplicity - Accelerate your work and do it better
BrainStorm makes life as simple as possible for the user, allowing them to think and plan without the
distraction of worrying about the program. All you need for navigation are the up/down, left/right and
home/end keys. Magic paste, Find and Aerial view probably complete the basic set for gathering and
navigating your information. When you pause to reflect, BrainStorm provides scores of powerful
commands (and mnemonic keyboard shortcuts) for working with your gathered material.
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Introduction to BrainStorm
Get a deeper insight into BrainStorm's usefulness.
This document is also in your BrainStorm program folder.
•

Why BrainStorm is different...

•

A model is...

•

Everything in BrainStorm is an entry...

•

Namesakes: information when you need it...

•

Navigating a model...

•

Different views of a model...

•

Entering data in BrainStorm is a little different...

•

Reorganising your entries...

•

Output options...

•

One large model or several smaller ones, your considerations...

The Brainstorm Software website is at http://www.brainstormsw.com/
Thinkerlog (a blog about BrainStorm and associated tools) is at http://brainstormsw.typepad.com/
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Why BrainStorm is different
1. Why BrainStorm is different...
Rather than write a long-winded narrative, these are the essential points to bear in mind before taking a
look at BrainStorm:
•

It is a thinking and planning aid

•

It helps you capture and arrange information and ideas

•

The Web-publish button means you can share your thoughts with others

•

It doesn't force you into a structure or discipline

•

It gives you tools to structure information when it suits you

•

It automatically creates hypertext links between identical pieces of information

•

It allows you to launch links to valid email, web, program, file and record addresses

•

It is not like any other thought-organising program, so don't look for parallels

•

It is scalable from the smallest to the largest project (eg a to-do list, a speech, a wedding or a tv
series or your life.)

•

It is very easy to learn and use

•

It becomes almost transparent in use

•

It accelerates your information gathering, organising and thinking processes

•

It is far more powerful than it appears at first glance

•

Although it will lose some of its richness, a BrainStorm model can be printed or exported as an
outline

Next: A model is...
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A model is...
2. A model is...
A BrainStorm model is a single file much like a text document or an image file. Its contents may include
entries (notes, thoughts, text, etc.) on a wide range of subjects or on a very specific focused topic, as you
wish.
It is a free-form collection of paragraphs (or sentences, or words) which may be linked in different ways
according to your mood and the stage of development of your information. It can be a single list or a
hierarchical structure.
In practical terms, a model is a collection of entries. Each entry can have any number of sub-entries, and
they can have sub-entries, and so on, and so on. An entry can be up to 64,000 characters and can
contain multiple paragraphs - useful for lines of a poem or a song, for example. Normally an entry would
contain a line, a sentence or a paragraph. Your choice.
While this structure can be thought of as a list with underlying sub-lists, it can also represent any type of
hierarchical structure. One example is a book where the structure is represented by chapters, subjects,
topics, and paragraphs.
When working within BrainStorm, any number of models may be open simultaneously and entries can
easily be moved between the open models. You can copy and paste or, more easily, use Magic paste to
collect information from any on-screen display (web page, Word document, Acrobat document etc.)
Magic paste automatically transfers text from the clipboard into BrainStorm, according to rules which you
set.
Here are illustrations of three types of program which work with textual information. They show a key
BrainStorm difference quite clearly:
A logical view of the information inside a word processor, an outline and a BrainStorm model
Each block represents a paragraph, idea, entry or note: depending on the terminology of the
program.
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Next: Everything in BrainStorm is an entry...
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Everything in BrainStorm is an entry...
3. Everything in BrainStorm is an entry...
Each entry in BrainStorm is identified by a button in the left margin. An entry can be anything from a
blank line or a single character to multiple paragraphs.
A BrainStorm model starts with a root entry called the Title, signified by a T in its button. This is the only
entry that cannot be moved. But it can be edited and is offered as the default file name.
Next: Namesakes can be very useful...
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Namesakes: information when you need it
4. Namesakes give you information exactly where you need it
Namesakes are any entries in a BrainStorm model with identical text. They are created automatically but
you can disconnect them if you want to. They enable you to see when you've already entered or pasted
something. They give you a way of leading people round your work. And they provide the same key
information at all points in your model where you need it.
Namesakes allow all identical entries to share the same underlying entries. Here's an example:
Let's assume your model has top level entries for contacts, notes, and letters. Under contacts, you have
entries for all of the people you know. Each entry has sub-entries for address, phone, etc. One such
entry is for Bob Quincy. If you go into your letters entry and create a new entry for Bob Quincy, a
namesake is automatically created and sub-entries for Bob's address, phone, etc. automatically appear.
Later you may make a note with an entry for Bob Quincy and another namesake is created. Now if Bob
should change his name or phone number, etc., a change in any one namesake is automatically reflected
in all namesakes.
Namesakes are normally formed automatically, although the user can force their appearance by using
'wildcards'.
For example, you may remember part of a book title and author, but you know there's an entry and a
bunch of descendants in the model somewhere.
Just type (for example) *Audubon* and, if it's there and you've spelt it right the matching entry might be
"John James Audubon, Birds of America." In which case, this will replace the *Audubon* and the entry
will become a namesake.
All the descendant information of "John James Audubon, Birds of America." now appears to be attached
to this new namesake.
Namesakes give you a very neat way of 'hypertexting' your way around a model. For example, you may
be sharing a model with someone else and you read their thoughts and decide to add some of your own.
To save them viewing the whole model and looking for your comments, you could just add a line after
each comment that says "Joe 01/03/04". Make sure you put the same entry in the Title list as a start point
and your colleague can start there and skip around all your entries using the right or left arrow keys. It is
that simple.
Next: Navigating a model...
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Navigating a model
5. Navigating a model...
Navigating the hierarchy of entries in a model is accomplished by using the buttons that appear in the left
margin of the each entry, including the button that appears beside the heading entry.
You will notice that there are several different buttons which can appear next to an entry. Here is an
explanation of what they mean:

To make them stand out, the entries with descendants are more brightly coloured. And, when editing, the
active entry icon is coloured pink.
You may use the mouse or the keyboard to interact with BrainStorm. You only need a few keys to move
around a BrainStorm model: the four arrow keys, Home and End, ctrl+m (for mark) and ctrl+j (for
jump). You could also use Find and Find again. And that's it.
- Up and down arrows move you up and down a list.
- Left and right arrows move you between namesaked entries.
- Home and End* move an entry up to the heading and the heading down into its list - this is like going
deeper into the model and further out. Or you can click on the entry button.
The model can have one entry marked and you can jump to this mark. It's a good way to switch focus
back and forth between two parts of the model. The mark travels back along the direction of the jump so
that another jump takes you back to where you started. Marking an entry is useful when moving entries
from one part of your model to another.
Next: Different views of a model...
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Different views of a model
6. Different views of a model...
The working view of the model (the default display when a model is opened) is where all the work takes
place. Entries are added and edited, moved and deleted here. It's the usual place for navigating round,
finding, printing, web publishing and doing all the other good things.
You can view your model as a read-only outline in an Aerial view by using the Balloon toolbar button or
Ctrl+B. Each entry in Aerial view is shown as a single line so that you can see clearly the indented
structure of your work. You can scroll left to right and modify the font size in order to see more. This is
quite deliberate because the aim is to let you see how things are progressing and give you a short-cut
back into the model at the point you choose. Double-click an entry in the Aerial view to return to the
working model at that entry. Or just select the entry and click the balloon icon.
You can have multiple windows open different parts of the same model. Each window can contain an
Aerial or working view or, indeed, switch back and forth between them.
Next: Entering data in BrainStorm is a little different...
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Entering data
7. Entering data in BrainStorm is a little different...
The first thing you should know about BrainStorm is that you do not need to see a text cursor prior to
entering text.
To enter data just start typing. Your text will appear above the currently selected entry.
Or, you can copy and paste from a variety of sources that contain textual information, e.g. the Web,
word processor documents, PDF documents and so on. Again, the pasted text, which will be created as
one entry per paragraph, will be inserted above the selected entry.
BrainStorm offers a number of paste options, the best of which is Magic paste. When this is activated,
the textual element of anything you copy from any screen of any program is automatically stored in
BrainStorm with or without useful separators at the start of each block of pasted information.
With Web pages, BrainStorm strips out the textual elements, ignoring the mark-up information and
images. It also does a good job of identifying entries (ie paragraphs) and just generally making the result
readable and usable. You can even set BrainStorm to recognise an outline and store the incoming
material hierarchically.
By the way, BrainStorm's File Open command will intelligently extract text from all sorts of files.
Back to keying in by hand: if a list is empty, a marker entry icon (it has a dot on it), gives you a focal
point for new entries.
To edit an entry, press [Tab] or F2.
To complete an entry, press [Enter].
If you want to divide an entry into two entries, press Ctrl+[Enter] and if you want to join two entries
together, go to the beginning or the end and press [Bksp] or [Del].
BrainStorm will ask your permission to continue if you are trying to do something potentially harmful, like
merge separate entries each of which has descendants.
If you want to break an entry into multiple paragraphs or lines, shift+[Enter] will insert a line/paragraph
break without beginning a new entry.
Next: Reorganising your entries...
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Reorganising your entries
8. Reorganising your entries...
BrainStorm offers several ways to reorganize (move) data both within and between models. Cut & Paste
and Drag & Drop are both fully supported. Shift and Drag allows you to move entries 'into' another entry
- ie make them descendants. (And, in fact, you can do the opposite by Shifting and Dragging entries to
the heading of the current list.) Finally, Throw & Retrieve offers a powerful way of moving entries
around.
Throw & Retrieve
In order for Throw and Retrieve to work, one entry in the model needs to be marked (ctrl+m or click in
the space between the chosen entry and its icon).
Throw (ctrl+t) sends the selected entry(ies) to the position above the currently marked entry.
As you move entries around, they retain their links to their descendants and their namesakes.
Retrieve (ctrl+r) brings the currently marked entry to just above the current entry.
Jump (ctrl+j), described earlier, may be used to keep track of what's going on.
Alternatively, you can open a second window on the same model and watch the moves happen before
your eyes.
You may also Throw a copy (shift+ctrl+t) of the current entry(ies).
Just moving one entry is no big deal, but these commands come into their own when you are moving
blocks of entries around. Just press the command key and watch those entries fly to their new
destination.
Drag & Drop
You can drag and drop entries or collections of entries between open windows, but this is often a slower
way of working.
Drag & Drop works on single or multiple entries. Select the entries and drag them to the entry icon
below where you would like them to appear.
You may also 'Push down' and 'Push up' entries to lower/higher levels. Select a group of entries and
Shift+Drag them to another entry and they will be made descendants. Or if they are dragged to the
heading, they will be put just below the heading entry in the list to which it belongs.
Cut, Copy & Paste
Cut & Paste and Copy & Paste are also sometimes preferable. It really depends on volume and whether
you want to resequence entries as well. Please note that Magic paste needs to be switched off for Cut
and Copy to be active within BrainStorm. Otherwise it would replicate anything you cut or copied to the
clipboard...
Next: Output options...
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Output options
9. Output options...
BrainStorm gives you a number of different ways to output your BrainStorm models:
Save and Publish HTML
Save (in BrainStorm's native .brn format). A saved file can be opened by any BrainStorm user or viewed
through a separately-licenced Java browser. This latter option is sometimes taken up by organisations
who want to display their web-server-based BrainStorm models to visitors to their websites.
Publish HTML (this produces an HTML and JavaScript version of the model which can be read by
anyone with a web browser). This is a one-click operation. You may include HTML tags if you wish,
which gives you the ability to include links to other web pages, pictures and so on.
Both Save and Publish HTML store the entire model and preserve the internal linkages between entries.
An option in Publish HTML allows you to output just a plain HTML document - ideal for reading into
other programs.
Write and Print
Write (this stores all, or selected parts, of a model in a .txt format which can be read by many other
applications). It can output it as a file or to the clipboard, ready for pasting into another program.
Print (this prints all, or selected parts, of a model).
Write and Print allow you to do the following useful things:
Output all of the model or from a selected entry downwards (ie its own descendants). Or output only
entries containing certain text.
Then for both of the above, you may vary the indent, level-by-level and choose the number of levels to
output. And you may opt to use Tab for each level of indent. Some other programs are able to accept
files with 'tabbed indents'.
Additionally, the Write command has a 'line break' value so that you can 'word wrap' the output at a
certain column if you wish.
What does this mean in practice? Well, you exercise a high degree of choice over what you output. Take
an example of a BrainStorm report on computer companies. Sometimes entries will contain the name of
one company, sometimes several. Using the text-matching option, you could print only entries containing
IBM (and descendants to two levels, say), the same for Dell and the same for Hewlett-Packard. Some
of the entries (those with one or more of the chosen names) will appear in each report.
Another way to look at it might be a bowl of cooked and mixed multicoloured pasta. It's like being able
to pull out all the green strands together, all the orange ones and all the white ones.
Next: One large model or several smaller ones, your considerations...
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Considerations
10. One large model or several smaller ones, your considerations...
Some people throw everything into a single huge model and use it as their 'thinking space'. Some will be
fairly unstructured while others prefer to enter data in a fully organized structure. Where material needs to
be in two places at once, the namesake function comes into play and lets you have the illusion of multiple
copies of stuff sprinkled around but taking up hardly any storage space.
The advantage of this approach is that everything is on tap at all times. We know a television producer
who has been doing this with various incarnations of BrainStorm since the early 80's. Every programme is
a major project and he stores every relevant fact in BrainStorm.
He says, "these models now constitute a searchable database of each of my past projects, so the
usefulness continues on well beyond the transmission of the programmes."
Merging Models
The powerful Merge command enables BrainStorm models to be merged in a variety of interesting and
useful ways. In particular, namesakes can be recognised and integrated, or not. Colours can be
preserved or not. It's up to you.
The Merge facility is useful in team work. Suppose a group of people, maybe separated by time or
distance, want to collaborate on a project. The team leader could issue a BrainStorm model with the
headings to be considered. By merging the contributions, the team leader will end up with the collected
thoughts of the team all under the appropriate headings.
So, whether you opt for one model or several, a structured or unstructured approach, BrainStorm is
flexible and will accommodate your work style. It becomes completely unobtrusive. After an hour or so,
you forget you are working in a computer program --thoughts flow and your information is stored in a
natural intuitive way.
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The menus
The menu bar commands explained: File, Edit, Browse, Options, Window and Help.
The final entry on the menu line (your name or your evaluation status) opens the About BrainStorm
dialogue, which includes access to the licence dialogue, the "Tell a friend" mailing button and the
BrainStorm website home page.
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File
New - open a new file
Open - open an existing file (it doesn't have to be a BrainStorm file)
Close - close the active file
Save - save the active file (see Autosave in Options/Preferences)
Save as - save the active file with a new name
Merge file - merge an existing file (it doesn't have to be a BrainStorm file) with the active file
Write text file - export a text outline of part or all of the active file to a file or the clipboard
Publish HTML - publish a Web-browsable or plain HTML version of the active file
Print - Print part or all of the active file
Print preview - Preview the print output
Print setup - set the printer parameters
Exit - Close BrainStorm
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New
Create a new model.
Depending on your Options settings, you will be invited (or not) to change the Title of the new model. If
you change it, press Enter to complete the entry.
We strongly advise you to save your model with a name of your choosing. As a precaution, BrainStorm
saves your work in a temporary file called BrainStormN.$$$ where N is a number used to differentiate
multiple temporary files.
Use Save as Shift+Ctrl+A and choose your own name for the model. (Make sure you're happy with the
chosen directory - it will be either the last one you used or BrainStorm's own directory.) By default, the
start of the model Title is offered as a file name and the BrainStorm directory is offered as a save
location.
Make sure that you set Autosave in the Preferences dialogue. Your file will be saved at whatever interval
you have chosen. We strongly recommend setting it to the minimum of one minute. It is amazing how
much work you can lose when in full flood.
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+N (for New file)
File menu
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Open
Open an existing file. BrainStorm will try to open any kind of file (.txt and .brn files will be most faithful to
the original). BrainStorm files will load as structured models. (See BrainStorm file format for details. If
BrainStorm can detect a structure in text files, it will try to preserve the structure. (Indents suggest a
hierarchy. Lines starting with lower case letters suggest they are part of a paragraph. Blank lines
immediately prior to changing levels are removed.) Otherwise they load as plain text. In all cases the
model gets saved as a .brn file.
Tip: one way to create a structured text file out of another program which can print outlines is to print to
file.
In 'Printers and Faxes' in Start/Settings or Control Panel, Add printer with the settings Print to File and
the Generic / Text only driver. Then when you want to create a text file which can be imported to
BrainStorm, simply choose Generic / Text only from the Printer name: in the Print dialogue.
BrainStorm comes with a PowerPoint AddIn which helps you extract information from a presentation in a
form acceptable to BrainStorm (and other programs). *See notes at the foot of this page.
If a file is unusually large, a dialogue box will appear which shows progress and gives you the option to
abandon reading at any point. After loading is complete, BrainStorm builds the display of the current
level. This may be instantaneous, but if the current level list is long, progress will be shown on the status
bar.
Please note: if you are a long term BrainStorm user and you have loaded an old DOS (or even a CP/M)
BrainStorm model, you will notice the load time is longer than new models. To speed loading next time,
make at least one change (even if you then delete it) and then save the file. This will force BrainStorm to
save it in the new high speed Windows file format.
Once you have saved a model in the new format, it will no longer be readable by the DOS (or CP/M)
versions of BrainStorm. Best to make a backup first.
Use:
Ctrl+O (for Open file)
File menu
*Notes on the PPT2TAB.ppa AddIn for Microsoft PowerPoint.
This converts the textual content of slides into a tabbed outline which can be read by a variety of
programs. One of which, of course, is BrainStorm. BrainStorm treats the tabbed indents as successive
levels.
On Windows XP, put it into the Microsoft AddIns directory:
[Drive:]/documents and settings/[user]/Application data/Microsoft/AddIns/
You may have to lower your security settings before you can install an AddIn
Open an empty PowerPoint presentation and go to Tools/Add-Ins/ then click on Add New and navigate
to PPT2TAB.ppa
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A new button will appear. It might show a pig icon or it might read PPT2TAB. With your PowerPoint file
open, just click on the button, tell the program where you want the output file to be stored, press OK,
and you're all done.
Then, in BrainStorm, select File/Open, choose 'All file types' then browse to the file you just saved.
If you don't like the pig, open Tools/Customize then right click on the pig and select Edit or Change

Corollary
Getting slide notes out of PowerPoint is somewhat less easy. The workaround we use is to use Send to
Word to put the PowerPoint and notes into Word, using links for the graphics. The result was a Word
version of the presentation with smallish images. Share your screen between Word and BrainStorm,
switch on Magic paste and simply promote each slide name in BrainStorm, then select and copy the
notes from the Word document.
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Close
Closes the active model and invokes the Save file dialogue if necessary.
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+C
File menu
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Save
Save the active file in BrainStorm's special structured format. See BrainStorm file format for details. If the
file has not been saved before, the Title is offered as a default file name and the BrainStorm is offered as
a default directory.
If you are saving (or auto-saving) a file you have worked on before then the same filename is used (of
course) but an automatic backup is automatically made. (See Recovery for more details.)
Please note: if you are a long term BrainStorm user and you have loaded an old DOS (or even a CP/M)
BrainStorm model, you will notice the load time is longer than new models. To speed loading next time,
make at least one change (even if you then delete it) and then save the file. This will force BrainStorm to
save it in the new high speed Windows file format.
Once you have saved a model in the new format, it will no longer be readable by the DOS (or CP/M)
versions of BrainStorm. Best to make a backup first.
Use:
Ctrl+S
File menu
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Save as
Save the active file in BrainStorm's special structured format (see BrainStorm file format for details) but
under a new name. The Title is offered as a default file name and the BrainStorm is offered as a default
directory.
Please note: if you are a long term BrainStorm user and you have loaded an old DOS (or even a CP/M)
BrainStorm model, you will notice the load time is longer than new models. To speed loading next time,
make at least one change (even if you then delete it) and then save the file. This will force BrainStorm to
save it in the new high speed Windows file format.
Once you have saved a model in the new format, it will no longer be readable by the DOS (or CP/M)
versions of BrainStorm. Best to make a backup first.
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+A
File menu
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Merge file brief
Merge file integrates an external file with the currently open model. It will retain a BrainStorm (.brn) file's
structure, intelligently blending its contents with the existing model. It will also do its best with a text file: if
entries are indented, they are stored at lower levels.
Tip: one way to create a structured text file out of another program which can print outlines is to print to
file.
In 'Printers and Faxes' in Start/Settings or Control Panel, Add printer with the settings Print to File and
the Generic / Text only driver. Then when you want to create a text file which can be imported to
BrainStorm, simply choose Generic / Text only from the Printer name: in the Print dialogue.
BrainStorm comes with a PowerPoint AddIn which helps you extract information from a presentation in a
form acceptable to BrainStorm (and other programs). *See notes at the foot of this page.
The incoming Title, Namesakes and colours can be acknowledged or ignored. Merging can start at the
Title or at the current entry of the incumbent model. It is a great way to blend the work of a team.
A dialogue box controls the exact process.
Use:
See Merge file for more detail
*Notes on the PPT2TAB.ppa AddIn for Microsoft PowerPoint.
This converts the textual content of slides into a tabbed outline which can be read by a variety of
programs. One of which, of course, is BrainStorm. BrainStorm treats the tabbed indents as successive
levels.
On Windows XP, put it into the Microsoft AddIns directory:
[Drive:]/documents and settings/[user]/Application data/Microsoft/AddIns/
You may have to lower your security settings before you can install an AddIn
Open an empty PowerPoint presentation and go to Tools/Add-Ins/ then click on Add New and navigate
to PPT2TAB.ppa
A new button will appear. It might show a pig icon or it might read PPT2TAB. With your PowerPoint file
open, just click on the button, tell the program where you want the output file to be stored, press OK,
and you're all done.
Then, in BrainStorm, select File/Open, choose 'All file types' then browse to the file you just saved.
If you don't like the pig, open Tools/Customize then right click on the pig and select Edit or Change

Corollary
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Getting slide notes out of PowerPoint is somewhat less easy. The workaround we use is to use Send to
Word to put the PowerPoint and notes into Word, using links for the graphics. The result was a Word
version of the presentation with smallish images. Share your screen between Word and BrainStorm,
switch on Magic paste and simply promote each slide name in BrainStorm, then select and copy the
notes from the Word document.
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Merge file
Merge file integrates an external file with the currently open model. It will retain a BrainStorm (.brn) file's
structure, intelligently (if you wish) blending its contents with the existing model. If BrainStorm can detect
a structure in text files, it will try to preserve the structure. (Indents suggest a hierarchy. Lines starting with
lower case letters suggest they are part of a paragraph. Blank lines immediately prior to changing levels
are removed.)
Tip: one way to create a structured text file out of another program which can print outlines is to print to
file. (In 'Printers and Faxes' in Start/Settings or Control Panel, add a printer with the settings Print to File
and the Generic/Text only driver. Then when you want to create a text file which can be imported to
BrainStorm, simply choose Generic/Text only in the Print dialogue.)
BrainStorm comes with a PowerPoint AddIn which helps you extract information from a presentation in a
form acceptable to BrainStorm (and other programs). *See notes at the foot of this page.
Large files
If a file is unusually large, a dialogue box will appear which shows progress and gives you the option to
abandon reading at any point. After loading is complete, BrainStorm builds the display of the current
level. This may be instantaneous, but if the current level list is long, progress will be shown on the status
bar.
Options
The incoming Title, Namesakes and colours can be acknowledged or ignored. Merging can start at the
incumbent model's Title or at the current entry. This is a great way to blend the work of a team*.
BrainStorm intelligence
If BrainStorm intelligence is switched off, it treats incoming models just as if each entry is being typed. If
switched on, it blends the descendants of incoming Namesakes but without increasing the number of
occurrences of a Namesake in any given list. This is particularly useful if you have invited additions to a
BrainStorm model (a template, in effect) from a number of colleagues. By using 'Merge to title' their
responses appear just as if a single model had been passed around for comment. Yet each person works
on their copy of the model at the same time. If each uses a different model colour, you can even see who
contributed what to the 'discussion'. Or you can switch off the 'apply incoming model colour' to preserve
anonymity.
The only risk is that of two contributors using exactly the same words in an entire entry at exactly the
same level. The idea would not be lost, but it would appear that only one person came up with it. If you
really want to avoid this risk then choose the 'Namesake only on colour match' and each contributed
entry will show up in the assigned model colour. If you explicitly colour each entry in the model template
before passing it round, then these entries will be consolidated on merge and their descendants will show
up in different colours according to who made the contribution.
A dialogue box controls the exact process:
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Incoming model placement:
This controls whether the merge starts at the Title entry or at the currently selected entry. It also needs to
know whether to include or discard the incoming Title. If it is to be included and the merge is at the Title
level, it needs to know whether the incoming Title should overwrite the preexisting Title.
Incoming transparent entries:
This determines whether each transparent entry should remain so, or be assigned the incoming model
colour.
Incoming Namesakes and descendants:
As each entry is input it may be compared with preexisting entries to see if they are Namesakes. If they
are, BrainStorm can merge their descendants together (Create Namesakes). This can be done based on
the text of the entry or on a combination of text and colour (Only Namesake on colour match). Or
incoming entries can be marked as non-Namesakes, in which case their descendants are not merged
(Create Namesakes is deselected). If merging Namesakes regardless of colour (Only Namesake on
colour match is deselected), a further option allows you to choose whether or not to overwrite the
preexisting colour (Use incoming colour). A final option allows you to bypass BrainStorm's intelligent
merge. The result will be to retain all incoming Namesakes, even if they occur in the same list.
If you elect to colour incoming transparent entries, then this colour will be used if the 'only Namesake on
colour match' option is chosen. At risk of labouring the point, transparent entries will match each other if
the 'Apply incoming model colour' option is unchecked.
For information on the BrainStorm colour mechanism refer to Colours and fonts
*Blending the work of a team
If you want to see who has contributed what to a merged file, give each person a model containing the
headings under which they are to make their own contributions. It would probably be a good idea to
protect this initial model by making the entries Read only on/off. Get each person to choose a colour
scheme for their entries. Once they have made one entry in the chosen colour, they should click on
'Enforce' while the entry is selected to ensure that all subsequent entries are in that colour.
When merging the various contributions, select 'To title' and 'Only Namesake on colour match'. This will
preserve the entries in their original colours so you can see who has contributed what.
Edit/Strip all colours removes the colours from the entries if you want to make them anonymous again.
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[If you end up with entries that were non-namesaked because they were textually identical but different
colours, the quickest way to consolidate the model is to Write it to a text file with an indent of, say, 3.
Then Open a new model and merge the saved one To title, Replace title, Create namesakes and use
BrainStorm's intelligent merge. The alternative is to Strip all colours and go round clicking on the
non-namesake icons. This could become tedious, depending how many matches there were.]
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+M
File menu
*Notes on the PPT2TAB.ppa AddIn for Microsoft PowerPoint.
This converts the textual content of slides into a tabbed outline which can be read by a variety of
programs. One of which, of course, is BrainStorm. BrainStorm treats the tabbed indents as successive
levels.
On Windows XP, put it into the Microsoft AddIns directory:
[Drive:]/documents and settings/[user]/Application data/Microsoft/AddIns/
You may have to lower your security settings before you can install an AddIn
Open an empty PowerPoint presentation and go to Tools/Add-Ins/ then click on Add New and navigate
to PPT2TAB.ppa
A new button will appear. It might show a pig icon or it might read PPT2TAB. With your PowerPoint file
open, just click on the button, tell the program where you want the output file to be stored, press OK,
and you're all done.
Then, in BrainStorm, select File/Open, choose 'All file types' then browse to the file you just saved.
If you don't like the pig, open Tools/Customize then right click on the pig and select Edit or Change

Corollary
Getting slide notes out of PowerPoint is somewhat less easy. The workaround we use is to use Send to
Word to put the PowerPoint and notes into Word, using links for the graphics. The result was a Word
version of the presentation with smallish images. Share your screen between Word and BrainStorm,
switch on Magic paste and simply promote each slide name in BrainStorm, then select and copy the
notes from the Word document.
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Write text file
Write text file outputs BrainStorm data as an indented text file, or outline, for input to other programs. By
default, it writes the entire model, but it will also write selected entries, either those containing specified
text, the currently selected entries or, indeed, a combination of both.

You can specify the indent per level by entering a number or a series of numbers - 1,2,4 - it will indent
the first level with one space, the next level two spaces, and all subsequent levels with 4 spaces.
Normally you will set it to 3 or 4 or maybe set the tab indent instead.
'Number of levels' allows you to restrict the depth of output. '2' would Write the current selection and its
first level of detail. 0 would Write the entire model.
The user can choose whether entries are output with line breaks or as continuous text with a break only
at the end of the entry. This second option ensures the cleanest possible transfer of BrainStorm data into
another program, such as a word processor. (Please note that the Write operation will stop if the indent
level exceeds the line break column (effectively the right margin).
Exporting to other programs
You may also divert the information to the clipboard, ready for pasting directly into other programs. You
may also use Tab characters to indicate the indent level, this is good for pasting into other outliners such
as Natara's Bonsai for the Palm series of PDAs or graphical mind-mapping programs such as FreeMind
or MindManager X5.
Word
We also put a Word template, called bsw.dot, into your BrainStorm folder in Program Files. You can
use this to import a BrainStorm model. The template contains nine header styles and a couple of others.
The embedded macro, called Outline, converts a tabbed outline from BrainStorm's Write command into
a structured Word document.
Normally, if you have elected to 'show hidden files' in Explorer, you will put the template in this directory:
My computer/ [Local disk - usually c:]/ Documents and settings/ [User name]/ Application Data/
Microsoft/ Templates
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You may need to temporarily lower your macro security level in modern versions of Word while you
install the bsw.dot file. Once installed you need to assign a hot key combination to it, this is done through
the Tools/ Customize/ Keyboard/ Macros command. Don't forget to raise your security level to its
previous setting.
To make the transfer work: Write from BrainStorm with tab for indents and write to clipboard. In Word,
choose New from template and use the bsw.dot that you installed. Paste the contents of the clipboard
then press your control key combination. That's it. You can work in normal view or outline view.
You'll possibly be relieved to hear that Word, and many other programs, will also make sense of files
published using the simple outline option of the Publish HTML command.
PowerPoint
To create an outline which PowerPoint will understand, each slide in the list has to be separated from the
next by a blank line. Like this:

Then add deeper levels to each.
When you're ready, select the slides for output. BrainStorm will output them in the sequence you select
them. So click the first and then shift/click the last if you want them in that sequence. Or use Ctrl/click to
select them in a more ad hoc fashion, but don't forget to select the blank line following each.
Select Write, select "Use tabs instead", select "Only output selected entries". (Other values should be
blank or 0).
Open PowerPoint and choose File open, Files of type "All outlines", and away you go...
See 'Output options' for further information.
Use:
Ctrl+W (for Write text file)
File menu
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Output options

Similar dialogue boxes appear when you want to Print or Write part or all of your model.
Both can indent successive levels of the model. Write has the additional option of replacing indents with
Tabs - this is useful if you are outputting to an outliner which will accept tabs as a level indicator. Write
also allows you to write directly to the clipboard, making it easy to move information from BrainStorm
into another program.
Indentation refers to the indentation of each level from the next higher level when outputting a BrainStorm
model in the form of an outline. If this is left blank, zero indents are assumed. You may specify different
offsets for each level of the model. For example, '1,2,4,3' would offset level 1 by 1, level 2 by 2, level 3
by 4, level 4 by 3 and all subsequent levels will be offset by the last number in the list, ie 3. If you wanted
to remove all indentation, use 0.
'Number of levels' allows you to restrict the number of levels that you wish to output. For example, you
may choose to output just an overview of your model by choosing 'two levels of detail.' This would
output the selected entry (or entries) and the next level only.
BrainStorm assumes you wish to output the entire model, operating as if the overall model Title has been
selected. You may restrict output to one or more items in the current list by selecting them and then
clicking the 'selected entries' check box.
You may also select entries for output according to whether they contain specified text. The indentation
and depth settings still apply. If printing, the font is set in the Preferences dialogue box.
The Write text dialogue box also allows you to choose whether long entries are going to be divided at a
specific column position. Setting this to zero results in continuous text output of individual entries, which is
usually the most acceptable solution for input to other programs. Please note that the Write operation
will be abandoned, and you will be notified, should the indent level exceeds the line break
column (effectively the right margin).
The date at the top of the printout is taken from the short date according to your regional settings (set up
in Windows' Control Panel).
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Publish HTML
BrainStorm can publish an entire model as a single Web page which can be navigated and viewed by
colleagues and friends, even if they are not BrainStorm users.
You will have chosen either to include the JavaScript 'mind-reader' or to output plain HTML.
In the first case, the published model will work either just like BrainStorm, be a little slower, or display as
an outline. Depending on the sophistication of their Web browser, the published model will appear as a
very snappy model which reacts instantly to their bidding, a slower one which has to reload itself to
reflect each change of status, or as a static outline. The BrainStorm model will render itself in the best
way possible according to the browser being used.
For the best results the user needs JavaScript and the ability to store temporary cookies.
In the second case, you will have output a plain HTML file which can be understood by many programs,
including Microsoft Word.
Appearance will, generally speaking, depend on the age of the viewing program. Publishing to the Web
gives more detail.
Your BrainStorm model can contain links to external resources and HTML tags such as bold or italic.
If you're feeling adventurous, you can include pictures and explicit hypertext links thus making
BrainStorm a useful way of creating multiple-choice training and testing products.
One thing to watch out for is the size of the model you create. Best to bear in mind the speed of the
user's connection. Most published BrainStorm models containing the 'mind-reader' code start at around
25KB and run up to 200/300KB. If you are sending by email you may want to compress the file before
you send it, but be sure the recipient is able to decompress it. ZIP is a very common format for this.
If you simply want to send an outline, then disable the JavaScript option before publishing. The resulting
file will be much smaller, but also less navigable.
If you need web visitors to view large models, you may prefer to embed our Java BrainStorm Browser in
your website. See Java Browser for details.
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+H (for HTML)
File menu
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Publishing to the Web
BrainStorm can publish an entire model as a single Web page which can be navigated and viewed by
colleagues and friends, even if they are not BrainStorm users.
You will have chosen either to include the JavaScript 'mind-reader' or to output plain HTML.
In the first case, the published model will work either just like BrainStorm, be a little slower, or display as
an outline. Depending on the sophistication of their Web browser, the published model will appear as a
very snappy model which reacts instantly to their bidding, a slower one which has to reload itself to
reflect each change of status, or as a static outline. The BrainStorm model will render itself in the best
way possible according to the browser being used.
For the best results the user needs JavaScript and the ability to store temporary cookies.
In the second case, you will have output a plain HTML file which can be understood by many programs,
including Microsoft Word.
Appearance will, generally speaking, depend on the age of the viewing program. Older programs are
likely to display the six standard HTML heading levels which actually shrink to a size smaller than the
default font. Information from the seventh level downwards will show at the same level and be in the
default font.
A more modern program will show levels one to six in fonts which gradually shrink in size and emphasis
until they reach the default size of levels seven and later. However, these lower levels, apart from the
bottom-most, continue to indent.
All levels except the bottom-most have bullets. Within Word, you can set up heading styles and through
the Bullets and Numbering Format options, you can elect to keep or override the HTML settings.
To avoid huge headings and, more irritatingly, huge text when publishing shallow models, BrainStorm
uses the lower level headings only. Thus a three level model will use normal text, headed by level 6 and
then level 5.
When the Publish HTML button is pressed, a dialogue box appears after you supply a filename:

First, the right-hand side of the dialogue: Licenced users may change the message that appears at the
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foot of each Web 'page'. (The word 'page' is in quotes because the whole model is technically a single
page.)
The default message is:
Effortlessly published by [your name] using the BrainStorm thought assistant software
As a licenced user, you may replace any element of this using your own words. You may also replace the
default BrainStorm link with one of your own. Instructions for doing this appear in the dialogue box.
Now for the left-hand side: . You may elect to output plain HTML or the full JavaScript enabled
'mind-reader' version of your model.
In the first case the detailed options are greyed out. In the second case, you may change what appears
on the button tops in the published model. For example, you may prefer + instead of = for a heading
(Demote) or an entry with descendants (Promote). You may prefer Prev and Next instead of < and > for
the Namesakes. Unless you are embedding your own HTML navigation buttons in your BrainStorm
entries, it is best to ensure you have something defined for the Promote and Demote buttons. An empty
definition suppresses the display of that button.
Any changes you make here will be attached to the current model. The HTML publishing
preferences in the Options menu allows you to change the default settings for all of your models.
By pressing the 'Revert' button in the dialogue box, you can switch from model settings to user
settings to default BrainStorm settings.
You may also allow users to jump directly to a specific entry number, by enabling "Goto entry #". This
means that if a user is working on your model and they want to take a break, they can press the
Numbers button at the top of the model view to see what entry number they are at. The next time, they
press the Goto button and provide the destination entry number.
Sometimes (in a structured training model, for example) you might prefer to suppress the Goto button.
General notes on Web-publishing with BrainStorm
You can embed HTML codes into your BrainStorm entries to produce this kind of thing:
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HTML tags give the ability to link to external URLs such as pictures, websites and deep inside other
Web-enabled BrainStorm models. (In theory, at least, it would be possible to wrap the world with
interlinked BrainStorm models. In essence, create a huge megabrain.) As with all forward links on the
Internet, if the destination model changes, then the link may end up pointing to the wrong place or
nowhere at all. It is perhaps most useful when you have control of all the elements.
Examples of HTML tags you can embed within BrainStorm entries:
<b>bold</b>
<i>italic</i>
<img src="picture.gif">
<a href="www.website.com">link to a Web site</a>
<a href="www.website.com/anypage.htm">link to a page within a Web site</a>
<a href="www.website.com/bsmodel.htm#90E">link to an entry within a web-published BrainStorm
model on a Web site</a>
The only non-standard entry is the one that links to the entry within the BrainStorm model. When viewing
a destination model with the BrainStorm mind-reader, use the 'Numbers' button to find out the internal
number of the entry. Then put this in your link following the model name, prefixing the number with a #
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and following it with an E.
---------------------------Here is a real example taken from a multi-choice training model:
The BrainStorm model containing HTML coding:

This contains a number of images, each associated with an entry number. When the image is clicked by
the mind-reader user, they are taken to the appropriate entry.
Here's how it looks in the mind-reader:
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In order for this to work, the folder containing the HTML model also contained the graphical images. If
you are publishing such models to the web, this is easy to organise. If sharing by email, don't forget to
send the image files as well.
Experiment as much as you like, dodging between BrainStorm and the published model. (Don't forget the
use the Refresh button in your Web browser if the changes don't appear.) When you are happy with the
organisation of your model, press the 'Numbers' button in the mind-reader model and match the linking
images to the entry numbers. Patch them into the BrainStorm model. When everything works, get rid of
the official buttons by making each button top blank.
See also Publish HTML
Important: Browsers will only be able to view BrainStorm mind-reader models if JavaScript
and temporary cookies are allowed. The cookies keep track of where you are.
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Print
Print outputs BrainStorm data as an outline of the model. By default, it prints the entire model, but it will
also print selected entries, either those containing specified text, the currently selected entries or, indeed,
a combination of both.

You can specify the indent per level by entering a number or a series of numbers - 1,2,4 - it will indent
the first level with one space, the next level two spaces, and all subsequent levels with 4 spaces.
Normally you will set it to 3 or 4 or maybe set the tab indent instead. If no indent is provided,
BrainStorm assumes zero indents per level.
'Number of levels' refers to the maximum number of levels you wish to see printed. '1' would print just
the currently selection and none of its descendants. If no selection had been made, then only the Title
entry would print.
See 'Output options' for more information.
Set the printer font in the Preferences dialogue box. BrainStorm's 'instinct' is to use the model colours
when printing. Select 'Print black on white' in 'Printer settings' if you are using a monochrome printer and
are making use of dark backgrounds in your BrainStorm model.
The date at the top of the printout is taken from the short date according to your regional settings (set up
in Windows' Control Panel).
Use:
Crtl+P (for Print)
File menu
Use Print setup in the File menu to configure the printer
Use Print preview in the File menu to preview the report
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Output options

Similar dialogue boxes appear when you want to Print or Write part or all of your model.
Both can indent successive levels of the model. Write has the additional option of replacing indents with
Tabs - this is useful if you are outputting to an outliner which will accept tabs as a level indicator. Write
also allows you to write directly to the clipboard, making it easy to move information from BrainStorm
into another program.
Indentation refers to the indentation of each level from the next higher level when outputting a BrainStorm
model in the form of an outline. If this is left blank, zero indents are assumed. You may specify different
offsets for each level of the model. For example, '1,2,4,3' would offset level 1 by 1, level 2 by 2, level 3
by 4, level 4 by 3 and all subsequent levels will be offset by the last number in the list, ie 3. If you wanted
to remove all indentation, use 0.
'Number of levels' allows you to restrict the number of levels that you wish to output. For example, you
may choose to output just an overview of your model by choosing 'two levels of detail.' This would
output the selected entry (or entries) and the next level only.
BrainStorm assumes you wish to output the entire model, operating as if the overall model Title has been
selected. You may restrict output to one or more items in the current list by selecting them and then
clicking the 'selected entries' check box.
You may also select entries for output according to whether they contain specified text. The indentation
and depth settings still apply. If printing, the font is set in the Preferences dialogue box.
The Write text dialogue box also allows you to choose whether long entries are going to be divided at a
specific column position. Setting this to zero results in continuous text output of individual entries, which is
usually the most acceptable solution for input to other programs. Please note that the Write operation
will be abandoned, and you will be notified, should the indent level exceeds the line break
column (effectively the right margin).
The date at the top of the printout is taken from the short date according to your regional settings (set up
in Windows' Control Panel).
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Print preview
Preview your printed BrainStorm model on-screen. The print options dialogue box asks about what is to
be previewed. (see Output options.) Use the zoom button to be able to read the display more clearly. Or
change the print font in the Preferences dialogue box. Each page is headed with the model name, the date
and time and the page number.
The date at the top of the printout is taken from the short date according to your regional settings (set up
in Windows' Control Panel).
Use:
File menu
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Print setup
Set up printer details. This is the usual Windows default dialogue box.
You may change the print font in the Preferences dialogue box.
Use:
File menu
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Exit
Quit BrainStorm. You will be warned if the current file has not been saved.
Use:
Alt+F4
File menu
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Edit
Undo - undo recent actions (see Preferences in Options to set limits)
Redo - redo undone actions
Cut - move part of an entry, an entry or multiple entries to the clipboard
Copy - copy part of an entry, an entry or multiple entries to the clipboard
Paste - paste the clipboard contents to the present location
Special paste operations:
Smart paste - paste the clipboard contents to the present location with formatting
Magic paste - automatically Smart paste the clipboard contents whenever they change, together with
an optional separator
Insert separator - insert the Magic paste separator as a new entry
Insert date/time - insert a date/time stamp as a new entry, using the format defined for Magic paste
Insert blank entry - create an empty entry
Delete entry - remove currently selected entry/ies
Edit entry - edit the current entry
Select all - select all entries in the current list
Mark on/off - select/deselect the current entry as a destination for throw, retrieve and jump
Throw entry(ies) - move the current entry(ies) to just above the marked entry
Throw copy(ies) - place a copy of the current entry(ies) just above the marked entry
Retrieve entry - retrieve the marked entry to just above the current entry
Quick nudge - move an entry up or down the current list
Find/replace - find and/or replace entries which satisfy the criteria
Find/replace again - repeat the find/replace
Sort entries - Sort the current list or selection:
Sort ascending - in ascending sequence
Sort descending - in descending sequence
Entry colour - change the foreground and/or background colours of the currently selected entries
Enforce colour - set a colour scheme to be applied automatically to all new and edited entries
Strip all colours - denude the entire model of non-standard colours
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Read only on/off - Lock entry(ies) and, optionally, their ascendants and descendants
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Drag and drop
Select, Shift/select or Ctrl/select your chosen entry/ies then, while holding the mouse button down, drag
it/them to a new location in the current list.
If you want to move entries elsewhere in the model, open a secondary window and drag and drop them
between windows.
To make the dragged item(s) descendant(s) of the destination icon, hold the shift key down while
dragging. We call this 'Push down'. BrainStorm will not let you drop entries into an empty entry. In fact,
you can drag entries to the heading to put them into the list to which the heading belongs. We call this
'Push up'.
You can even move them between concurrently open models, but don't be alarmed if the entry colour
changes - if they are transparent they will adopt the colour scheme of their new home. See Colours and
fonts for more details.
Read only entries cannot be moved in this way. If one or more is in the selection to be moved, the
operation will be refused.
You may prefer to use Alt+Up arrow or Alt+down arrow to 'nudge' a single entry up or down the list.
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Undo
Used to reverse recent edit operations. You can set the size of the Undo buffer in Options/Preferences. It
can store up to 512,000 edit operations. It is set by default at 1,000.
Undone entries can be redone using the Redo command.
If an edit operation such as a Merge or a large Paste exceeds the current Undo buffer size, you will be
advised on completion. The buffer will be temporarily extended so that you don't lose any information.
Before you do anything else, go to the Options/Preferences menu and change the Undo buffer size. The
temporary buffer will continue to hold the Undo information until you try to enter or edit an entry. Ctrl/z
will still Undo and Shift/Ctrl/z will still Redo. (This, incidentally, is a good way of checking whether your
new buffer size is adequate - Undo the large operation, change the buffer size and then Redo it. No
warning message means there is enough space.)
Use:
Ctrl+Z
Edit menu
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Redo
Used to reinstate recent Undos. (The 'Undo buffer' can contain details of up to 512,000 edit operations a value you can set in Options/Preferences. The default is 1000.)
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+Z
Edit menu
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Cut, Copy & Paste brief
Cut removes entries or selected text and puts them into the clipboard. Copy copies information to the
clipboard. Paste pastes the contents of the clipboard into the currently active program. This can be done
between programs. Within BrainStorm models the structure is preserved. To external programs the
entries are pasted in sequence but without indents. (Reasons: we don't know whether the destination
program will be able to interpret indents and, if it doesn't then removing them would be a real pain for
you.),
Entries can be quickly resequenced by selecting them using Ctrl/click or Shift/Click - then use Ctrl+X
followed by Ctrl+V: they are pasted back in the sequence they were selected.
Please note: Cut cannot be used on the Title, on Read only entries or on an entry while it is in the heading
area.
For more advanced Paste options see Smart paste and Magic paste.
Use:
Ctrl+X to cut
Ctrl+C to copy
Ctrl+V to paste
Cut, Copy & Paste icons
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
See Cut, Copy or Paste for further details.
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Cut
Cut removes individual entries (and their descendants) or selected text from the current view and puts
them into the clipboard. From there, they can be pasted into BrainStorm or into other programs. Within
BrainStorm models the structure is preserved. To external programs the entries are pasted in sequence
but without indents. (Reasons: we don't know whether the destination program will be able to interpret
indents and, if it doesn't then removing them would be a real pain for you.)
Select a block of entries by first selecting one by clicking the mouse on the entry icon then, while holding
the Shift key, click on the last entry icon in the block. Select multiple individual entries by holding Ctrl
down while clicking the mouse on the entry icons. They are stored into the buffer in the sequence they are
selected. This is a brilliant way to resequence entries in a list. And use Ctrl+A to select all the entries in
the current list.
Select text within an entry by holding down left mouse button and dragging across text. Alternatively use
Shift+arrow key. Please note that Windows uses white on blue for highlighting, if you have chosen this
colour scheme, then the highlight will not contrast.
Please note: Cut cannot be used onRead only entries, headings or on the Title. If you want to remove a
heading (and all its descendants) demote it first.
Use:
Ctrl+X to cut entry(ies) or text (don't blame us, it's an industry standard)
Ctrl+V will paste the contents of the clipboard (another industry standard)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Copy
Copy can work on individual entries (and their descendants), on selected text and between programs.
Copy copies selected entries or text to a clipboard buffer. Paste inserts the contents of this buffer at the
current cursor position. Within BrainStorm models the structure is preserved. To external programs the
entries are pasted in sequence but without indents. (Reasons: we don't know whether the destination
program will be able to interpret indents and, if it doesn't then removing them would be a real pain for
you.)
Select a block of entries by first selecting one by clicking the mouse on the entry icon then, while holding
the Shift key, click on the last entry icon in the block. Select multiple individual entries by holding Ctrl
down while clicking the mouse on the entry icons. They are stored into the buffer in the sequence they are
selected. This is a brilliant way to resequence entries in a list. And use Ctrl+A to select all the entries in
the current list.
Select text within an entry by holding down left mouse button and dragging across text. Alternatively use
Shift+arrow key. Please note that Windows uses white on blue for highlighting, if you have chosen this
colour scheme, then the highlight will not contrast.
Use:
Ctrl+C
Ctrl+V will paste the contents of the clipboard (don't blame us, it's an industry standard)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Paste
Paste copies the material in the clipboard (see Cut and Copy) into BrainStorm just above the currently
selected entry or at the edit point. Paste works between programs. Within BrainStorm models the
structure is preserved. To external programs the entries are pasted in sequence but without indents.
(Reasons: we don't know whether the destination program will be able to interpret indents and, if it
doesn't then removing them would be a real pain for you.)
Paste can be used to copy information from other programs and from the Web. (Hint: some Web pages
offer a printer-friendly option, choose that before selecting and copying the text.) You may opt to use the
Smart paste formatting options via a switch in the Preferences Editing options.
For more powerful paste operations see Smart paste and Magic paste
Use:
Ctrl+V to paste (don't blame us, it's an industry standard key combination)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Special paste operations
Smart paste extends normal paste functionality by providing formatting options.
Magic paste gathers information clips from the computer screen, formatted to your liking.
Use Insert separator to pop in a copy of the Magic paste separator
Use Insert date to pop in a time and/or date stamp
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Smart paste
Smart paste copies the material in the clipboard into BrainStorm just above the currently selected entry.
(It is disabled in Edit mode.) Smart paste is designed to get the most out of Pasting from other programs
and the Web to BrainStorm. (Hint: some Web pages offer a printer-friendly option, choose that before
selecting and copying the text.)
Smart paste offers you four choices which may be used in certain combinations:

Unwrap paragraphs into single entries: BrainStorm does its best to understand which line breaks
really mean 'end of paragraph'. It will remove line breaks and insert spaces if necessary to try and
preserve the original author's intent. Later entries will not be joined to entries which already have
descendants. Entries indented from the previous one will not be considered part of the same paragraph.
Retain line breaks: BrainStorm will preserve line breaks within an entry and only create a new entry
when it senses it is at the end of a paragraph. Beware of things like single-spaced lists: they will end up in
a single entry.
Please note: the two options above are mutually exclusive.
Use indents to create descendants: BrainStorm uses the presence of indents to change levels when
pasting material held in the form of an outline. It pastes the first line above the currently selected entry,
going deeper into the model with each successive indent. If a line has fewer spaces in front of it than the
first entry, then this entry will be placed at the same level as the first one. Please note that this action
takes precedence over 'Unwrap paragraphs into single entries'.
Remove leading spaces from entries: BrainStorm does exactly that, making all entries appear at the
same level.
Please note: the two options above are mutually exclusive.
If none of the boxes are checked, BrainStorm discards blank lines and puts each paragraph into a single
entry.
The Revert button resets the values to the BrainStorm default Smart paste settings which you may
redefine in the [JUMP Preferences] Editing options.
See also Paste and Magic paste
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+V to Smart paste
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Magic paste
Use Magic paste to capture text from the screen, regardless of which program is displaying it (Web
browser, Acrobat, Word, etc). By default, it removes unnecessary line breaks and leading spaces. See
below for details of how to change the settings.
Magic paste is similar to Smart paste except that it runs in the background and you may paste a
separator before each paste.
Regardless of what program you are using, even another BrainStorm model window, as you copy
something new into the clipboard (usually using ctrl/c), the textual content is automatically copied into the
BrainStorm model with Magic paste set on. Only one model at a time can have Magic paste set.
Please note that Cut and Copy are both disabled within BrainStorm while Magic paste is on to save you
filling your model with duplicate entries (in the case of Copy) and unwanted entries (in the case of Cut).
Click on the Magic paste toolbar icon
in BrainStorm to activate/deactivate the function. When active,
a small yellow clipboard is superimposed on the BrainStorm icon in the taskbar and on the icon at the top
left of the BrainStorm window (it's called the system menu). While pasting, the clipboard turns green.
It copies the material in the clipboard into BrainStorm just above the currently selected entry. (It is
disabled in Edit mode.) Magic paste, like Smart paste, is designed to get the most out of pasting from
other programs and the Web to BrainStorm. (Hint: some Web pages offer a printer-friendly option,
choose that before selecting and copying the text.)
Magic paste offers you four choices which may be used in certain combinations:

Unwrap paragraphs into single entries: BrainStorm does its best to understand which line breaks
really mean 'end of paragraph'. It will remove line breaks and insert spaces if necessary to try and
preserve the original author's intent. Later entries will not be joined to entries which already have
descendants. Entries indented from the previous one will not be considered part of the same paragraph.
Retain line breaks: BrainStorm will preserve line breaks within an entry and only create a new entry
when it senses it is at the end of a paragraph. Beware of things like single-spaced lists: they will end up in
a single entry.
Please note: the two options above are mutually exclusive.
Use indents to create descendants: BrainStorm uses the presence of indents to change levels when
pasting material held in the form of an outline. It pastes the first line above the currently selected entry,
going deeper into the model with each successive indent. If a line has fewer spaces in front of it than the
first entry, then this entry will be placed at the same level as the first one. Please note that this action
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takes precedence over 'Unwrap paragraphs into single entries'.
Remove leading spaces from entries: BrainStorm does exactly that, making all entries appear at the
same level.
Please note: the two options above are mutually exclusive.
If none of the boxes are checked, BrainStorm discards blank lines and puts each paragraph into a single
entry.
The Revert button resets the values to the BrainStorm default Smart paste settings which you may
redefine in Preferences Editing options.
The Separator button reveals this dialogue:

As you choose the various options, the effect on each Magic paste is shown in the preview pane. The
edges of the dialogue box can be dragged to enlarge it.
The date format options are shown according to your regional settings (set up in Windows' Control
Panel).
See also Paste and Smart paste
Use:
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Insert separator
Use Ctrl+L to insert the separator currently defined for Magic paste
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Insert date/time
Use Shift+Ctrl+L to insert the date and/or time as currently defined for Magic paste
The date format options depend on the regional settings which were set up in Windows' Control Panel on
your machine.
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Insert blank entry
Simply press Enter to create a blank entry.
Use:
Enter
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Delete entry
This deletes selected entries and their descendants. BrainStorm seeks confirmation except when the
command refers to a single entry with no descendants. (When tidying a model most people would be
very irritated if BrainStorm kept asking them to confirm exactly what they had just requested. It is easier
to accidentally delete multiple entries or descendants, hence the warning.)
BrainStorm will also refuse to delete Read only entries. If one or more are in a group of selected entries,
the entire operation will be refused.
Use:
Del key
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Edit entry
Allows you to edit the existing entry using normal Windows text editing controls and a number of
BrainStorm specific controls. See Entry editing for the full list of commands available. Read only entries
cannot be edited.
You cannot remove all the text of an entry with descendants, at least one character must remain.
If you happen to alter an entry so that it becomes a Namesake of an existing entry, it will automatically be
Namesaked. If both entries have descendants, you will be asked if you want them merged. If you choose
not to, then the new entry will be 'non-Namesaked'. See notes below for further information on
Namesakes.
To begin editing an existing entry, press Tab, F2 or click in the entry itself. The entry icon colour will
change to pink.
To create a new line within the current entry, press Shift+Enter. Any spaces typed immediately prior to
this line break will be preserved. (Normally, trailing spaces are removed from entries.)
To finish editing an entry press Enter. This also moves the selection down the list to the next entry.
To finish editing an entry without moving the selection down, press Shift+Esc
To abandon the edit and restore the entry to its original state without moving the selection down, press
Esc
(Ctrl+Z undoes the last edit)
To colour an entry, either use Entry colour or Enforce colour. Bear in mind that Windows uses white on
blue for highlighting selected text. If you choose the same colours, then highlighting will not contrast.
Make sure that the Enforce toolbar icon is not depressed before choosing the new colour. If it is, you
might be astonished when the entry colour changes to that currently being Enforced.
To join an entry to the one after, go to the end of the current entry and press Delete. This will append a
space followed by the following entry and, usefully but not intuitively, move the edit point to the end of
the added text. This gives a rapid way to join several consecutive entries.
To join an entry to the one before, go to the beginning of the current entry and press Backspace.
Please note: you cannot connect an entry with descendants to another entry using either of the above
commands. You can, however, go into the entry which has descendants and make the join from there,
providing the entry being attached has no descendants.
(If you want to merge two entries, each containing descendants, it is best to edit one so it becomes the
namesake of the other. Then you will be invited to merge the two sets of descendants.)
To split the current entry into two separate entries, press Ctrl+Enter
See Keyboard and mouse shortcuts for further special editing key combinations.
Notes regarding Namesakes:
If you edit a namesake, the change is applied to all other namesakes. If you want to 'de-namesake' the
current entry by editing it, non-namesake it first by clicking on the namesake icon or by pressing Ctrl+n.
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Then, when you have pressed Enter to complete the entry, click on the non-namesake icon, it will
disappear. Unless, of course, the edited entry now matches another entry in the model.
A further word on Namesakes: If you know you have an entry already that you want to replicate (ie
make a namesake of it) type enough of it to be unique and then finish with an asterisk. A namesake will
appear. In fact you can use an asterisk at the end of a string of text, at the beginning or on each side.
For example, each of the following lines will namesake with an entry which reads: This is an example of a
namesake
*namesake
This is an ex*
*an example*
If you backspace at the beginning or delete at the end of a Namesake then the resulting merged entry is
the Namesake. All other occurrences of the original Namesake will have been renamed to match the new
entry.
If you delete at the end or backspace at the beginning of a regular entry (ie one that has not been
Namesaked) then the resulting entry will not be Namesaked either, even if the entry being attached is
itself a Namesake. If the entry being attached was a Namesake, then the chain of Namesakes to which it
belonged will be diminished by one.
Use:
Tab
F2
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Select all
When you are navigating BrainStorm, Select all selects all the entries in the current list.
You might wish to do this in readiness for a block operation such as Throw or Delete.
Use:
Ctrl+A
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Mark on/off
The Mark
One entry in a model can be Marked at any time. If, for example you were working in one part of the
model and you wanted to go off somewhere else temporarily, mark the present entry and then use Jump
to mark to return to the entry you marked. The Mark, meanwhile, travels to the place you just came
from, giving you a neat way of diving back and forth between areas of focus.
(Opening two, or more, windows on that same model provides an alternative way of focusing on different
parts of the model. Whether you use Mark and Jump, or Split window rather depends on what you're
using BrainStorm for.)
The Mark can also act as a source for Retrieve entry or the destination for Throw entry(ies) operations.
These move entries from one part of the model to another.
(Again, using multiple open windows, you may achieve similar results by dragging and dropping. It rather
depends if you prefer the mouse or the keyboard.)
One other thing. If a list ends with a series of blank entries, they will automatically be removed, when
moving to another part of the model. If one of these blank entries is Marked, then this will become the
last entry in the list.
Use:
Click the mouse in the gap between the entry icon and the entry itself
Click the Mark to switch it off (it switches off automatically if you Mark another entry)
Ctrl+M (for Mark on/off)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
Browse menu
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Throw entry(ies)
If you want to move information from one point in your model to another, you can use a variety of
techniques.
Keyboard users like to Mark the destination entry and then Throw the current selection to the Marked
entry.
Throw moves the selected entry(ies) and its(their) descendants to just above the entry marked

.

If you prefer, you can use Cut and Paste or Drag and drop, especially when multiple windows are open
on the same model. See Split window
Local movement of a single entry is done most easily with Quick nudge - use Alt+Up arrow or Alt+down
arrow to move it up or down the list.
Read only entries cannot be Thrown. The entire operation will be refused if the entry selection includes
one or more Read only entries.
Use:
Ctrl+T (for Throw)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
(Note for DOS and CP/M BrainStorm users: This used to be Ctrl+P (for Put). Its opposite was Ctrl+G
(for Get). Unfortunately, Windows standards 'stole' Ctrl+P for printing, so we had to devise an
alternative pair of mnemonics. We've chosen Ctrl+T for Throw and Ctrl+R for Retrieve.)
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Throw copy(ies)
If you want to copy information from one point in your model to another, you can use a variety of
techniques.
Keyboard users like to Mark the destination entry and then Throw a copy of the current selection to the
Marked entry.
Throw a copy copies the selected entry(ies) and its(their) descendants to just above the entry marked
.
If you prefer, you can use Copy and Paste or Ctrl+Drag and drop, especially when multiple windows are
open on the same model. See Split window
NB Palm users: Palm acknowledges that version 4.1 of its Palm Desktop program 'steals' the
Shift+Ctrl+T (and, incidentally, the Shift+Ctrl+D) key combination for no discernible reason. If you are a
Palm Desktop user, we're afraid that you will have to use Copy and Paste or Drag 'n' Drop to achieve
the same results. Or unload Palm Desktop if you plan to do much Throwing of copies.
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+T
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Retrieve entry
If you want to move information from one point in your model to another, you can use a variety of
techniques.
Keyboard users like to Mark the source entry and then Retrieve the Marked entry (keeping its
descendants) to just above the current entry. The Mark then moves to the next entry in the list so the next
Retrieve moves the next entry to the current entry.
See Mark on/off for how to Mark an entry. This is the Mark

.

If you prefer, you can use Cut and Paste or Drag and drop, especially when multiple windows are open
on the same model. See Split window
Read only entries cannot be Retrieved.
Use:
Ctrl+R (for Retrieve)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
(Note for DOS and CP/M BrainStorm users: This used to be Ctrl+G (for Get). Its opposite was Ctrl+P
(for Put). Unfortunately, Windows standards 'stole' Ctrl+P for printing, so we had to devise an alternative
pair of mnemonics. We've chosen Ctrl+T for Throw and Ctrl+R for Retrieve.)
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Find/replace
As the model gets bigger and more complex, you can use Find/replace (and Find/replace again) to find a
particular character sequence whose location you may have forgotten. It might be a word, a phrase or
partial words. Or you can use it to replace one sequence of characters with another.
BrainStorm will search for your character sequence within every entry, starting at the current cursor
position. (If you have selected text within an entry then it will be used as the Find argument.) You can use
an asterisk (*) before or after the character sequence to show that you want the found entry to either end
with your chosen characters or begin with them.
For example:
*end - will find any entries finishing with the letters 'end'
begin* - will find any entries starting with the letters 'begin'
You can replace text either explicitly, entry by entry, using Find/replace again, or you can replace all
entries. You can even Find only entries of a certain colour, chosen either from the currently selected entry
or from the currently Enforced colour.
Find operates from the currently selected entry and you can search up or down the model, taking in all
the lower levels of any entry it encounters. Find gives you the option to start again from the top of the
model when you reach the end, or from the bottom when you reach the top. Replace all operates from
the current position to the end/start of the model and offers to continue round as well.
You can disable colour enforcement from within Find by deselecting the 'Apply enforce colour' check
box. This prevents the Enforce colour being applied to each found entry.
The dialogue box looks like this:

Use:
Ctrl+F (for Find/replace) for the first search
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Find/replace (short description)
As the model gets bigger and more complex, you can use Find/replace (and Find/replace again) to find a
particular character sequence whose location you may have forgotten. It might be a word, a phrase or
partial words. Or you can use it to replace one sequence of characters with another.
Normally find looks for the specified character sequence. (If you have selected text within an entry then it
will be used as the Find argument.) You can use an asterisk at the beginning, to find lines ending with the
following characters. Or you can put an asterisk at the end to find entries that finish with the selected
characters.
You can replace text either explicitly, entry by entry, using Find/replace again, or you can replace all
entries. You can even choose only to Find entries of a certain colour, chosen either from the currently
selected entry or from the currently Enforced colour.
Find operates from the currently selected entry and you can search up or down the model, taking in all
the lower levels of any entry it encounters. Find gives you the option to start again from the top of the
model when you reach the end, or the end when you reach the top. Replace all operates from the current
position to the end/start of the model and offers to continue round as well.
See Find/replace for a full description.
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Find/replace again
Use Find/replace again to repeat the current Find/replace command. Find/replace again operates from
the current cursor position. When the end (or the beginning) of the model is reached, you are invited to
continue searching from the beginning (or the end).
Note that if the search finds an entry in a very long list, BrainStorm may take a short while to rebuild the
display. Progress is shown on the status line.
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+F
F3
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Sort entries
Sort a block of selected entries or the entire current level into alphanumeric sequence. "Up" means 0-9,
a-z. "Down" means z-a, 9-0.
This is the only command which can reposition Read only entries. Use with caution if the chosen entries
contain one or more Read only entries.
NB Palm users: Palm acknowledges that version 4.1 of its Desktop software 'steals' the Shift+Ctrl+D
(and, incidentally, the Shift+Ctrl+T) key combination for no discernible reason. If you are a Palm
Desktop user, you will be better off using the toolbar icons or the menus to achieve the same results. Or
unload Palm Desktop if you plan to do much sorting in descending sequence using the hotkey
combination.
Use:
Ctrl+Shift+U (for Up)
Ctrl+Shift+D (for Down)
The Sort icons
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Sort ascending
Sort a block of selected entries or the entire current level into ascending alphanumeric sequence: 0-9,
a-z.
This is the only command which can reposition Read only entries. Use with caution if the chosen entries
contain one or more Read only entries.
Use:
Ctrl+Shift+U (for Up)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Sort descending
Sort a block of selected entries or the entire current level into descending alphanumeric sequence: z-a,
9-0.
This is the only command which can reposition Read only entries. Use with caution if the chosen entries
contain one or more Read only entries.
NB Palm users: Palm acknowledges that version 4.1 of its Desktop software 'steals' the Shift+Ctrl+D
(and, incidentally, the Shift+Ctrl+T) key combination for no discernible reason. If you are a Palm
Desktop user, you will be better off using the toolbar icons or the menus to achieve the same results. Or
unload Palm Desktop if you plan to do much sorting in descending sequence using the hotkey
combination.
Use:
Ctrl+Shift+D (for Down)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Entry colour
Use this to select a new foreground and background colour for the currently selected entries. Bear in
mind that Windows uses white on blue as a standard for highlighting selected text, so if you choose the
same colours highlighting will not contrast. To be safe, it's best to make sure that the Enforce toolbar
icon is not depressed before choosing the new colour.
Refer to Model colour for details of how to change the default model colour and Preferences for how to
change BrainStorm's default colour and font settings.
Refer to Colours and fonts to see the logic behind BrainStorm's colour and font settings.
Use:
Alt+Enter
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
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Enforce colour
Enforce allows you to override the entry colour (or lack of it!).
Select or click in an entry that has the desired colours, click the 'Enforce' toolbar icon and, as long as
that icon is selected, all new and edited entries will appear in the chosen colour until you click on the
Enforce icon again. If you want to change a number of entries to a particular colour, simply click once in
the text of each while the Enforce colour icon is selected.
If the colour hasn't been used before, use Entry colour in the Edit or Right Mouse menus, or press
Alt+Enter, to change the colour then click on the 'Enforce' icon to continue using it.
Refer to Colours and fonts to see the logic behind BrainStorm's colour and font settings.
Use:
Ctrl+E
Edit menu
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Strip all colours
Strip all colours removes the colour attributes of every entry.
This is very useful when group-working and using Merge file brief to blend the work of teams.
The general approach is:
1) Create a core model containing important areas for consideration.
2) Distribute the model to members of the team and ask them to add their contributions in their own
colours
3) Get their models back and merge them with the core model
At this point you can easily see who has contributed what.
4) You may want to make the resulting 'super-model' the basis for more contributions. To easily see the
new additions, you can strip the model of all its colours before repeating from step 2)
Use:
Edit menu
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Read only on/off
The Read only command protects entries from alteration, deletion or accidental movement. It also
provides a way to create BrainStorm model 'templates' which you may wish to re-use or share with
others.
You might, for example, create a structure in order for friends or colleagues to add their own thoughts.
You could create a model of the areas in which you'd like suggestions and they can tap in their ideas as
'descendants' of the headings you provide.
Using the Merge file capabilities of BrainStorm, you could combine everyone's suggestions and then
protect all the entries in this model and invite further contributions. We would suggest that each person
contributes in a different colour if you need to know who made what suggestions.
Read only entries may be copied, but they may not be edited or deleted. Normally, they cannot be
moved except by the addition or removal of normal entries above them in their list, or by the deliberate
use of one of the Sort entries commands.
If a block of entries is selected, Read only on/off uses the currently active entry (the one with a triangle on
its icon) to determine the target status for all the entries in the block.
If a namesaked entry is selected, the status change will apply to all of its namesakes.
This dialogue appears:

You may wish to protect or unprotect, not only the current selection, but all its descendants or
'ascendants'. This dialogue box lets you choose.
Ascendants are the heading entries of the selected entries, all the way back to the top of the model.
You may choose whether or not to include the model Title.
More typically, you will want to ensure that all the Descendants of the selected entry(ies) share the same
Read only status.
And, if you want, you can elect for this to only extend to a certain number of levels.
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+R (For Read only on/off)
Right mouse menu
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Browse
Aerial view - shows the active file as an outline - one line per entry
Title - moves the focus to the root entry - the Title
Promote - moves the current entry to the heading, revealing its first level 'descendants'
Demote - moves the heading entry into the body revealing its parent entry
Previous Namesake - switches focus to the previous Namesake in the chain
Next Namesake - switches focus to the next Namesake in the chain
Namesake on/off - disables the Namesake capability for one or more entry(ies)
Mark on/off - select/deselect the current entry for throw, retrieve and jump commands
Jump to mark - jump to the Marked entry and move the Mark to the current entry
Magic Launch - Link to an external location from an address within a BrainStorm entry: eg email, web,
file or program.
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Aerial view brief
Aerial view presents a high level view of the content of your current model. It helps you find yourself or
get a feeling for how the model is building up. Often you will notice gaps and omissions in your
development of the model which you would not notice from the regular working view. A single click of
the hot air balloon icon switches you back and forth between Aerial view and normal view. A double
click on an entry in Aerial view will return you to the normal view at the chosen entry.

You can scroll up and down the aerial view and press Enter on any entry to return to the model at that
point.
Use:
Ctrl+B
For further information, see Aerial view
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Aerial view
Aerial view presents a high level view of the content of your current model. It helps you find yourself or
get a feeling for how the model is building up. Often you will notice gaps and omissions in your
development of the model which you would not notice from the regular working view. A single click of
the hot air balloon icon switches you back and forth between Aerial view and normal view or, if you
prefer, Ctrl+B (for Balloon) will do the same.
If you are at the 'dot line' then you will find Aerial view places you at the previous 'real' entry. This will be
the next one up the current list or, if the list is empty, the heading. The reason for this is that the dot line
does not exist in reality, it is just there so you have somewhere to enter information and somewhere to
jump to.

The model is shown in the form of an outline showing each entry on a single line. Namesake chevrons
and Read only status are shown in the left margin. The current entry is shaded grey. The font is
determined in the Preferences dialogue box.
Select a new 'current entry' by clicking on it entry or using cursor keys to scroll to it. Press 'Enter' or
double click the entry to return to the normal view at that entry. Note that if you choose an entry that is
part of a very long list, BrainStorm may take a short while to rebuild the display. Progress is shown on
the status line.
Use:
Ctrl+B
From the normal screen, you can also use Right mouse menu or Browse menu
From the Aerial view, you can double click an entry to return to the normal screen
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Title
Jump straight to the model Title. This is the 'root' of the entire model.
Use:
Ctrl+Home
Browse menu
Right mouse menu
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Promote
Promote moves the selected entry to the heading, revealing its descendants, if any. Select the dot line to
add to the end of the list or select an entry to add immediately above it. New entries can be added by
typing or pasting.
Promote and its counterpart Demote give a rapid way of navigating and working on your model without
getting bogged down in the structural detail. It means you can remain focused on the current topic. You
can use Split window to create working views on other parts of the model, or Aerial view to get an
overview of the progress of your work.
Note that if you are moving to a very long list, BrainStorm may take a short while to rebuild the display.
Progress is shown on the status line.
One other thing. Any blank entries that were at the end of the list you are promoting, will have been
removed automatically. The last entry in any list will always be the dot, a real entry or a marked entry
(whether it has contents or not.)
Use:
Double click on entry (or click once when entry is already selected)
Home key
Right mouse menu
Browse menu
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Demote
Demote moves the heading entry to the body, where it can be seen in the context of other entries in the
list and of its own heading. Select the dot line to add to the end of the list or select an entry to add
immediately above it. New entries can be added by typing or pasting.
Demote and its counterpart Promote give a rapid way of navigating and working on your model without
getting bogged down in the structural detail. It means you can remain focused on the current topic. You
can use Split window to create working views on other parts of the model, or Aerial view to get an
overview of the progress of your work.
Note that if you are moving to a very long list, BrainStorm may take a short while to rebuild the display.
Progress is shown on the status line.
One other thing. Any blank entries at the end of the list you were in prior to the demote will automatically
be removed on demote. The last entry in any list will always be the dot, a real entry or a marked entry
(whether it has contents or not.)
Use:
Double click on the heading (or click once if the heading is already selected)
End key
Right mouse menu
Browse menu
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Previous Namesake
Namesakes are identical entries which share the same set of descendants. They are automatically linked
as soon as they are entered. Previous namesake takes you to the one entered prior to the current entry.
Why should Namesakes be useful?
- You can navigate between multiple occurrences of the same information in different contexts using the
Previous and Next Namesake functions.
- You can immediately see information that you already have stored on a subject when a namesake is
created. Suppose you had collected some information about an individual called Marck Pearlstone, as
soon as you enter his name again, all you know about him is at your fingertips.
- If you and your colleagues are all contributing to a BrainStorm model, you could highlight your
individual contributions with, say, your initials and a date. All contributions by you on a given date will be
namesaked, so it's easy for your colleagues to flick from one occurrence to another.
- Of course, you may just want to keep track of your own evolving model by dating entries. The same
goes for pasting material from other sources, especially if you use Magic paste because it can
automatically paste a dated separator, before each pasted entry.
Note that if the previous Namesake is part of a very long list, BrainStorm may take a short while to
rebuild the display. Progress is shown on the status line.
Use:
Left arrow
Right mouse menu
Browse menu
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Next Namesake
Namesakes are identical entries which share the same set of descendants. They are automatically linked
as soon as they are entered. Next namesake takes you to the one entered after the current entry.
Why should Namesakes be useful?
- You can navigate between multiple occurrences of the same information in different contexts using the
Previous and Next Namesake functions.
- You can immediately see information that you already have stored on a subject when a namesake is
created. Suppose you had collected some information about an individual called Marck Pearlstone, as
soon as you enter his name again, all you know about him is at your fingertips.
- If you and your colleagues are all contributing to a BrainStorm model, you could highlight your
individual contributions with, say, your initials and a date. All contributions by you on a given date will be
namesaked, so it's easy for your colleagues to flick from one occurrence to another.
- Of course, you may just want to keep track of your own evolving model by dating entries. The same
goes for pasting material from other sources, especially if you use Magic paste because it can
automatically paste a dated separator, before each pasted entry.
Note that if the next Namesake is part of a very long list, BrainStorm may take a short while to rebuild
the display. Progress is shown on the status line.
Use:
Right arrow
Right mouse menu
Browse menu
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Namesake on/off
If you create an entry which is identical to an existing entry, the two are hyperlinked together. They share
the same descendants.
If you do not wish this to happen, simply click on the namesake icon to the left of the new entry.
Why should Namesakes be useful?
•

You can navigate between multiple occurrences of the same information in different contexts
using the Previous and Next Namesake functions.

•

You can immediately see information that you already have stored on a subject when a namesake
is created. Suppose you had collected some information about an individual called Marck
Pearlstone, as soon as you enter his name again, all you know about him is at your fingertips.

•

If you and your colleagues are all contributing to a BrainStorm model, you could highlight your
individual contributions with, say, your initials and a date. All contributions by you on a given date
will be namesaked, so it's easy for your colleagues to flick from one occurrence to another.

•

Of course, you may just want to keep track of your own evolving model by dating entries. The
same goes for pasting material from other sources, especially if you use Magic paste because it
can automatically paste a dated separator, before each pasted entry.
Namesakes can be prevented either before or after they happen by selecting the Namesake
on/off option. This marks the chosen entry(ies) with a cross, signifying that the entry(ies) cannot
be Namesaked. This is useful if you know you are going to reuse a term and do not wish future
occurrences to be connected to it. If a Namesake with descendants is non-Namesaked, then the
descendants disappear from that entry but remain attached to its erstwhile Namesakes.
Use the same command to re-enable Namesaking.
The currently active entry in the selected block (the one with a triangle on its icon) is used as the
basis for the setting. e.g. if the active entry is a namesake, then it, and all the others in the block
will be turned into non-namesakes. And vice versa.
If a Namesake is re-enabled after it has acquired its own descendants, you are invited to merge
the two sets. BrainStorm does this intelligently, avoiding the repetition of Namesakes among the
descendants, but allowing new descendants to be added.
Use:
Click in the space to the left of the entry icon
Ctrl+N (for Namesake on/off)
Right mouse menu
Browse menu
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Mark on/off
The Mark
One entry in a model can be Marked at any time. If, for example you were working in one part of the
model and you wanted to go off somewhere else temporarily, mark the present entry and then use Jump
to mark to return to the entry you marked. The Mark, meanwhile, travels to the place you just came
from, giving you a neat way of diving back and forth between areas of focus.
(Opening two, or more, windows on that same model provides an alternative way of focusing on different
parts of the model. Whether you use Mark and Jump, or Split window rather depends on what you're
using BrainStorm for.)
The Mark can also act as a source for Retrieve entry or the destination for Throw entry(ies) operations.
These move entries from one part of the model to another.
(Again, using multiple open windows, you may achieve similar results by dragging and dropping. It rather
depends if you prefer the mouse or the keyboard.)
One other thing. If a list ends with a series of blank entries, they will automatically be removed, when
moving to another part of the model. If one of these blank entries is Marked, then this will become the
last entry in the list.
Use:
Click the mouse in the gap between the entry icon and the entry itself
Click the Mark to switch it off (it switches off automatically if you Mark another entry)
Ctrl+M (for Mark on/off)
Right mouse menu
Edit menu
Browse menu
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Jump to mark
Jump takes you directly from the active entry to the currently marked entry. The mark travels back
along the jump and settles at the entry you jumped from. This is particularly useful when restructuring a
BrainStorm model. See Throw entry(ies) and Retrieve entry.
Note that if you are moving to a very long list, BrainStorm may take a short while to rebuild the display.
Progress is shown on the status line.
Use:
Ctrl+J (for Jump)
Right mouse menu
Browse menu
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Nudge
Sometimes you just want to jiggle a list a little bit.
Use the Move up and Move down commands to move an entry up and down the list one entry at a time.
Use:
Alt+Up arrow
Alt+Down arrow
Right mouse menu (The commands are in Quick nudge)
Edit menu (The commands are in Quick nudge)
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Magic Launch
You can trigger events such as emails, opening web pages, files and programs from within BrainStorm
All you need is a valid description or file location in a BrainStorm entry.
The right mouse menu entry Magic Launch or the shortcut key Alt+L will trigger the action.
If a valid address is selected (highlighted) then the launch will always work.
If the entry icon is selected or the edit cursor is within the entry, BrainStorm will do its best to guess your
intentions.
Here are some examples of valid addresses:
www.brainstormsw.com
support@brainstormsw.com
mailto:support@brainstormsw.com
c:\notepad.exe
c:\document.txt
c:\Documents and Settings\David\Desktop\Skype.lnk
c:\another document.txt
All the above will work if they are the sole contents of the entry and its icon is selected.
However, if an entry contains additional text, BrainStorm has to do some thinking. If the edit cursor is
within the valid address, then BrainStorm will try and figure out where the address starts and ends.
Because spaces are the most common separator, if they occur within a file name, as in the last item
above, BrainStorm will not be able to open it unless the cursor is on the entry icon (in the case where the
entry contains just the file address) or the file location is selected (highlighted) within the entry.
If you have BrainStorm installed on a memory stick and you use it on different machines: BrainStorm will
treat a ./ (dot slash) in front of a filename as a substitute for the current executable path (ie where
BrainStorm runs from). It doesn't then matter what drive letter the host machine assigns to your memory
stick.
Some technical notes for Outlook users:
If you have a specific protocol handler on your computer such as Outlook:\\, you can include it in your
link to force Magic Launch to use that handler. eg Outlook:\\Personal Folders\Tasks\~Program testing
If you use the free Outlook Linker program (from http://www.teamscope.com/), you can pick up a link
address for an Outlook item in the form:
Outlook:00000000BD03D727E33E224897E05824295CEE7324EB8A00.
Just paste it into BrainStorm and use Launch Link to launch the task item in Outlook
Use:
Alt+L
Right mouse menu
Browse menu
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Options
Toolbars - specify which toolbars to display
Status bar - switch status bar on/off
Model colour - set default colours for the active file
Preferences - set font, colour, print, Autosave, undo buffer and other preferences
HTML publishing preferences - set the Web-publish variables
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Toolbars
Display toolbar icons. These are mouse clickable shortcuts to several of BrainStorm's frequently used
commands.
They can be individually 'torn off' and placed anywhere in the BrainStorm window. If you do this, make
sure Auto-align is switched off. (See Auto-align below.)
File

Create new model - see New
Open existing file - see Open
Merge text or BrainStorm file into existing model - see Merge file
Save model - see Save
Write model as text outline - see Write text file
Save file as HTML - see Publish HTML
Print - see Print
Edit

Cut to clipboard - see Cut
Copy to clipboard - see Copy
Paste from clipboard - see Paste
Magic paste - see Magic paste
Undo last action (can be repeated) - see Undo
Redo last Undo (can be repeated) - see Redo
Extras

Enforce colour scheme until disabled again - see Enforce colour
Entry colour scheme - see Entry colour
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Insert separator - see Insert separator
Insert date/time -see Insert date/time
Sort list or selected block ascending - see Sort entries
Sort list or selected block descending - see Sort entries
Navigate

Aerial view - see Aerial view
Jump to the model Title - see Title
Launch an external link - see LaunchLink
Find/replace text in the model - see Find/replace
Find/replace text again - see Find/replace again
Create a new window onto the existing model - see Split window
Organise

Mark current entry - see Mark on/off
Jump to the currently marked entry - see Jump to mark
Throw selected entry(ies) to above the mark - see Throw entry(ies)
Retrieve marked entry to above the selected entry - see Retrieve entry
Throw a copy of the selected entry(ies) to above the mark - see Throw copy(ies)
Namesakes

Namesake on/off - see Namesake on/off
Go to previous Namesake - see Previous Namesake
Go to next Namesake - see Next Namesake
Options
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Set Preferences - see Preferences
Contextual help - see Context sensitive help
Auto-align This automatically realigns your toolbars in the toolbar space at the top of the window as its
size changes. Only use this if your toolbars are all at the top. Otherwise switch this off.
Reset all displays all the toolbars at the top of the BrainStorm window
Use:
Options menu to select, display and hide toolbar elements
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Status bar
Display status bar information:
The status bar shows whether the current model has been saved, loaded, merged, changed etc.
Other items appearing on the status bar are:
current entry number, level in the model (+ number of descendants, if any)
entry colour status:
E=Entry has its own colour
M=Model colour is set and the entry is transparent
P=Model colour is not set, the entry is transparent and
is therefore showing according to BrainStorm preference settings.
help reminders
Use:
Options menu
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Position
The status bar shows your current entry number and level in the model. The number of descendants, if
any, is shown in brackets afterwards.
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Status
The status bar shows whether the current model has been saved, loaded, merged, changed etc.
Other items appearing on the status bar are:
current entry number, level in the model (+ number of descendants, if any)
entry colour status:
E=Entry has its own colour
M=Model colour is set and the entry is transparent
P=Model colour is not set, the entry is transparent and
is therefore showing according to BrainStorm preference settings.
help reminders
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Model colour
Change the colour of the currently active model. All transparent entries in the model will display in this
colour. Bear in mind that Windows uses white on blue to highlight selected text, so if you choose this
colour scheme highlighting will not contrast.
Use Entry colour to change the colour of individual entries and Preferences for to change BrainStorm's
default colour and font settings.
Refer to Colours and fonts to see the logic behind BrainStorm's colour and font settings.
Use:
Options menu
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Preferences brief
Set your BrainStorm defaults (auto-load, auto-save, Undo buffer, fonts, colours, print settings, paste
settings, warnings)
Use:
Options menu
Refer to Colours and fonts to see the logic behind BrainStorm's colour and font settings.
See Preferences for more information.
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Preferences
Set your BrainStorm defaults (auto-load, auto-save, Undo buffer, fonts, colours, print settings, paste
settings, warnings).
You can also change the size of the 'Undo edit' buffer. This keeps details of up to 512,000 edit
operations so that they can be undone and redone using the Undo and Redo commands. The default
value is 1000. Merge, in this context, is regarded by BrainStorm as an edit operation.
Here are a couple of images from the Preferences dialogue:

The Smart paste settings are the system defaults for both Smart paste and Magic paste. They are applied
to new models. Each can be overridden for the currently open model at the time of invoking the Paste
operation.
Normal paste (Ctrl+V) can optionally use the Smart paste settings as well.
'Popup' is the most useful setting for 'warnings'. It explains what's happening and alerts you even if the
sound on your machine is switched off.
See Magic paste for details of the Separator dialogue. This defines a sequence of characters and lines to
precede each Magic paste operation.
Use:
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Options menu
Refer to Colours and fonts to see the logic behind BrainStorm's colour and font settings.
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HTML publishing preferences
Set your personal HTML-publishing preferences in the Options menu. These can be overridden at the
model level and, indeed, the standard BrainStorm defaults can be restored as well. Just press the Revert
button to cycle through your choices.
Only registered licencees of BrainStorm can alter the publishing credits in the right hand side of the
dialogue box.
The dialogue box is fully described in Publishing to the Web.
Use:
Browse menu
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Window
Split window - If the current window is wider than 200 pixels, this splits it in two and shows a second
view of the current model in the new window. Each can be navigated and viewed independently. You
might want one to show Aerial view while the other shows normal working view. You can drag and drop
entries between them. When you close the secondary window, the first one reverts to its original size.
Cascade - shows all the open model windows slightly offset from each other.
Tile vertical - arranges all the currently open windows side by side. Please note: the active window is
made the leftmost window.
Tile horizontal - arranges all the currently open windows on top of each other.
Arrange icons - tidies up all the minimised model icons to the foot of the BrainStorm window,
Refresh - re-displays the currently active window should it ever become corrupted.
Refresh all - re-displays all the open windows should they ever become corrupted.
Open files - a list of currently open BrainStorm models.
Please note: If you resize the current window containing a long list (thousands of entries) then the resizing
will be slow if you have set your Windows display to "Show window contents while dragging". Go to
Control panel/ Display/ Appearance/ Effects... to change this setting. The refreshing of the display
contents will be deferred until you release the mouse button.
Use:
Alt+C (for Cascade)
Shift+Ctrl+F4 Split window
Ctrl+F4 Close split window
Alt+H (for Tile horizontal)
Alt+V (for Tile vertical)
Window menu
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Split window
Split Window opens an additional 'carbon-copy' window onto your active BrainStorm model. Providing
the active window is at least 200 pixels wide, 'Split window' divides the active window in two to create
two independent windows onto the underlying model. If the window is maximised, then two windows are
created which are slightly smaller than the space available. Changes in one window are reflected in the
other. You can focus on two (or more) parts of the model at the same time. You can also drag and drop
entries between two windows. When you close one of the windows the remaining one expands.
Use:
Shift+Ctrl+F4 (Ctrl+F4 to close window)
Windows menu
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Help menu
Help Contents - takes you to the Contents page of BrainStorm's Help File
First steps - gets you going with BrainStorm quickly
Buy BrainStorm [Unregistered version] - takes you straight to the purchase page of the BrainStorm
website
BrainStorm website [Registered version] - a direct link to the home page on our website
Enter licence code - a short cut to the dialogue box where you provide your registered name and licence
code. These are issued to you automatically when you pay for your licence
About BrainStorm - tells you a little about BrainStorm and its authors
Tell a friend - creates an email message which you may modify before sending. It's a quick way to tell
others about BrainStorm.
Discuss BrainStorm - join up to the BrainStorm User Discussion List and share your thoughts with
BrainStorm's authors and other users. It's a great way to influence the development of BrainStorm.
Get the latest version - a direct link to the download page on our website
thinkerlog - takes you to the BrainStorm weblog at http://brainstormsw.typepad.com
Request support - if your email allows it, this opens a new mail addressed to BrainStorm's support desk.
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About BrainStorm

This gives details of BrainStorm's authors, copyrights etc.
It also contains a few buttons:
Licence code is a short cut to the dialogue box where you provide your registered name and licence
code. These are issued to you when you pay for your licence. BrainStorm tries to capture this
automatically, but if not you will need to copy and paste the name and code directly from the registration
email into this dialogue box.
Tell a friend creates an email message which you may modify before sending. It's a quick way to tell
others about BrainStorm.
BrainStorm on the web is a direct link to our website. You have to have an active internet connection
for this task to complete.
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Entry editing and icons
See how to make new entries, what the icons mean, edit shortcuts and how to change letter case
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Making new entries
When you're ready to make a new entry, just start typing. The icon colour changes to pink and the new
entry appears just above the currently selected entry. Entries can be edited, moved and made the heading
of another entry list. BrainStorm makes it easy for you to change your mind without penalty.
To create a new line within the current entry, press [Shift]+[Enter]. Any spaces typed immediately prior
to this line break will be preserved. (Normally, trailing spaces are removed from entries.) Good for
poetry and song lyrics where you want each verse in a separate entry.
Hit [Enter] at any point in an entry to complete it. If it matches another entry that already exists in the
model, it makes the entry a 'namesake' of the original. This extremely useful feature is described in Edit
entry, Previous Namesake and Next Namesake.
To split the entry at a particular point, press [Ctrl]+[Enter]. To join one entry to the following press
[Delete] when at the end of the entry. Counterintuitively, but undeniably usefully for multiple joins, the edit
point moves to the end of the freshly attached text. To join an entry to the previous one, press
[Backspace] when at the beginning of the entry.
To abandon the editing of an entry and return to its previous state, press Esc.
To finish editing an entry without moving the selection to the following entry, press [Shift]+[Esc]
To colour an entry, use Alt+Enter, Entry colour in the Edit or Right Mouse menus or click on an entry
when the toolbar icon is selected.
You may colour a group of entries by first selecting them, then applying colour to one of them.
You may protect an entry from alteration by making it Read only (Shift+Ctrl+R). This would be useful if
you wished to create a template for repeated use in future, or by other people.
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Entry editing
Keyboard and Mouse Shortcuts
Entry editing commands:
Esc
Ctrl+U
Shift+Esc
Enter
Ctrl+C
Ctrl+Insert
Shift+Del
Ctrl+X
Backspace
Ctrl+Del
Ctrl+Backspace
Del
End
Ctrl+End
Alt+Enter
Ctrl+PgDn
Ctrl+PgUp
Shift+Enter
Alt+L
Ctrl+M
Shift+Insert
Ctrl+V
PgDn
PgUp
Shift+Left arrow
Shift+Right arrow
Shift+Down arrow
Shift+Up arrow
Ctrl+Enter
Home
Ctrl+Home
Ctrl+Z
Ctrl+Left arrow
Shift+Tab
Ctrl+Right arrow
Tab

Abandon edit
Change case of word/selection
Complete entry and keep focus on it
Complete entry and move focus to next entry
Copy
Copy
Cut
Cut
Delete left & concatenate at start of entry
Delete next word
Delete previous word
Delete right & concatenate at end of entry
End of line
End of entry
Entry colour
Go to bottom of current list
Go to top of current list
Insert a paragraph break within an entry
Magic Launch
Mark entry
Paste
Paste
Scroll down current list
Scroll up current list
Select multiple characters
Select multiple characters
Select/deselect multiple entries
Select/deselect multiple entries
Split entry
Start of line
Start of entry
Undo
Word left
Word left
Word right
Word right
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Title entry
Every BrainStorm model has one Title entry signified by the icon. It is the start point or root of the
model. Its contents can be changed but, unlike everything else that appears in this heading area, it cannot
be demoted. It can be made Read only on/off.
In Preferences You may set whether new models are opened with the Title entry ready for editing or not.
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Change letter case
Change the case of letters.
Select the text to change. Press Ctrl+U repeatedly to cycle through all lower case, all upper case and
initial letters only in upper case.
Use:
Ctrl+U
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Entry icons

BrainStorm has three basic entry icons - a single embossed line represents an entry with no descendants,
a double embossed line (with a green highlight) shows that it has descendants, and a dot embossed on
the surface means that this is not really an entry at all, just a place marker for the end of the list.
When selected, the entry icons are darkened and the active entry icon gains an up facing triangle to
remind you that if clicked on with the mouse, it will be 'promoted' to the header entry, revealing its
descendants.
If the selected entry is in the heading area, the arrow will point downwards to show that it can be
'demoted' to the body of the display.
If the entry is being edited, the icon colour changes to pink
BrainStorm uses other icons to signify different conditions:
A 'namesake' is an entry which is identical to one or more others. They all share the same descendants (if
any). Or you can prevent an entry being part of a namesake chain, by disabling it either before or after it
happens.
One entry in the model can be 'marked'. This gives a source or a destination for the Throw and Retrieve
commands, and a destination for the Jump command.
Finally, you may protect an entry from accidental tampering by making it 'Read only'.
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Entry with descendants
Any entry can be the heading of a lower level list of entries - called 'descendants' in BrainStorm parlance.
Use Promote to move the entry to the heading position on the display.
To move entries to a higher level, shift drag them to the heading. To move them to a lower level, shift
drag them to another entry. If the destination is not in view, use Split window to view two parts of the
model at the same time then drag and drop entries between them. For simple restructuring, use cut and
paste. Or use Mark with Throw or Retrieve for more bulky jobs.
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Namesake icons
Namesakes are marked with two arrow heads pointing outwards. If 'Namesake on/off' is selected, then
these arrowheads change sides and become a cross, signifying that an entry will not be Namesaked. See
Namesake on/off for a detailed explanation.

The Namesake status can be switched on and off at will, even before a Namesake has been created.
This is useful if you know you are going to reuse a term and do not wish the repeats to be connected.
If a Namesake is re-enabled after it has acquired its own descendants, you are invited to merge the two
sets. BrainStorm will do this intelligently, avoiding the creation of duplicate Namesakes at any level.
If you modify an existing entry which has descendants and, in doing so create a Namesake, BrainStorm
will ask you if you would like to merge the descendants.
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The mark
This symbol shows that the entry has been marked for use by the Retrieve entry, Throw entry(ies) and
Jump to mark commands. Only one entry can be marked at a time. And the overall model Title cannot
be marked because it cannot be moved.
If a list ends with a series of blank entries, they will automatically be removed, when moving to another
part of the model. If one of these blank entries is Marked, then this will become the last entry in the list.

See Mark on/off for usage details.
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Keyboard and mouse shortcuts
This list comprises Keyboard and Mouse Shortcuts in keystroke alphabetical order within BrainStorm
activity - Any, Navigate or Entry edit.
See Shortcuts by group to see them in alphabetical order of function and according to whether they act
on:
•

Active entry/ies

•

The active model
- File, print and publish
- Navigate
- Restructure and change

•

The BrainStorm program

These work anywhere in BrainStorm:
Shift+Ctrl+A
Alt+Backspace
Ctrl+B
Cascade
Ctrl+C
Shift+Ctrl+C
Shift+Ctrl+D
Shift+Del
Ctrl+E
Alt+Enter
Ctrl+F
Shift+Ctrl+F
F1
Ctrl+F1
Alt+F1
F3
Ctrl+F3
F5
Ctrl+F5
Shift+Ctrl+F6
Ctrl+F6
F8
F7
Close window
Shift+F10

Save as
Undo
Aerial view (B = Balloon)
Alt+C
Copy
Close
Sort descending (Down)
Cut
Enforce colour
Entry colour
Find/Replace
Find/Replace again
Help
Context sensitive help
About BrainStorm
Find/replace again
Find/Replace
Refresh
Refresh all
Previous window
Next Window
Throw
Retrieve
Ctrl+F4
Context menu
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Alt+H
Shift+Ctrl+H
Ctrl+Insert
Shift+Insert
Ctrl+J
Alt+L
Shift+Ctrl+L
Ctrl+M
Shift+Ctrl+M
Ctrl+N
Shift+Ctrl+N
Ctrl+O
PgDn
Ctrl+PgDn
PgUp
Ctrl+PgUp
Ctrl+P
Ctrl+R
Shift+Ctrl+R
right click
Ctrl+S
Ctrl+T
Shift+Ctrl+T
Shift+Ctrl+U
Alt+V
Shift+Ctrl+V
Shift+Ctrl+F4
Ctrl+V
Ctrl+W
Ctrl+X
Ctrl+Z

Tile horizontal
Publish HTML
Copy
Paste
Jump to mark
Magic Launch
Insert date/time
Mark entry on/off
Merge file
Namesake on/off
New
Open
Scroll down current list
End of current list
Scroll up current list
Top of current list
Print
Retrieve
Read only on/off
Show available controls
Save
Throw entry(ies)
Throw a copy of entry(ies)
Sort ascending (Up)
Tile vertical
Smart paste
Split window
Paste
Write text file
Cut
Undo

These work when navigating a model:
@
Ctrl+A
Del
Shift+Down arrow
Alt+Down arrow
drag/drop**
Ctrl+drag/drop**

Mark entry on/off (*See note below)
Select all entries in the current list
Delete entry/ies
Select/deselect multiple entries
Move a single entry down the list
Move entry/ies to target entry
Copy entry/ies to target entry
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Ctrl+Shift+drag/drop**(On an entry)
Shift+drag/drop**(On an entry)
Ctrl+Shift+drag'drop**(On the heading)
Shift+drag'drop**(On the heading)
End
Enter
F2
Home
Ctrl+Home
Ctrl+L
Left arrow
left click
Shift+left click
Ctrl+left click
Shift+PgDn
Shift+PgUp
Right arrow
Tab
Shift+Up arrow
Alt+Up arrow
Shift+Ctrl+Z

make copy of selection descendant(s) of target
entry
make selection descendant(s) of target entry
make copy of selection part of the list to which
the heading belongs
make selection part of the list to which the
heading belongs
Demote
Insert a blank entry
Edit entry
Promote
To title
Insert separator entry
Previous Namesake
select an entry
Select a block of entries
Select multiple entries in any sequence
Extend selection downwards
Extend selection upwards
Next Namesake
Edit entry
Select/deselect multiple entries
Move a single entry up the list
Redo

* In 1981, when BrainStorm was designed, the @ was virtually unused, so we chose it
as the mark symbol and control. How times change.
** If you're new to computers drag/drop is achieved by selecting entry/ies and holding
the left mouse button down until releasing it when over the target entry's icon.

These work when editing an entry:
Backspace
Del
Ctrl+Backspace
Ctrl+Del
Shift+Down arrow
End
Ctrl+ End
Enter

Delete left & concatenate at start of entry
Delete right & concatenate at end of entry
Delete previous word
Delete next word
Select/deselect multiple entries
End of line
End of entry
Complete entry and move focus to next entry
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Shift+Enter
Ctrl+Enter
Esc
Shift+Esc
Home
Ctrl+Home
Shift+Left arrow
Ctrl+Left arrow
PgUp
PgDn
Shift+Right arrow
Ctrl+Right arrow
Tab
Shift+Tab
Ctrl+U
Shift+ Up arrow

Insert a paragraph break within an entry
Split entry
Abandon edit
Complete entry and keep focus on it
Start of line
Start of entry
Select multiple characters
Word left
Scroll up current list
Scroll down current list
Select multiple characters
Word right
Word right
Word left
Change case of word/selection
Select/deselect multiple entries
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Shortcuts by group
Shortcuts in function alphabetical order arranged according to whether they affect the Entry/ies, the
Active model or the Program. Many will be familiar to you because they are standard Windows controls.
The remainder as, as far as possible, easy to remember through mnemonics (e.g. ctrl+j is jump) or
position (e.g. Home moves an entry to the heading area)
See Keyboard and mouse shortcuts where they're arranged in keystroke alphabetical order within
BrainStorm activity - Any, Navigate or Entry edit.
These commands affect the currently active entry/ies (either when editing or when
selected):
Abandon edit
Bottom of current list
Change case of word/selection
Complete entry and keep focus on it
Complete entry and move focus to next entry
Copy
Copy
Copy entry/ies to target entry
Cut
Cut
Delete entry/ies
Delete left & concatenate at start of entry
Delete next word
Delete previous word
Delete right & concatenate at end of entry
Edit entry & word right
Edit entry
End of entry
End of line
Entry colour
Extend selection downwards
Extend selection upwards
Insert a blank entry
Insert a paragraph break within an entry
Insert date/time
Magic Launch
Make copy of selection descendant(s) of target entry
Make selection descendant(s) of target entry
Mark entry on/off*
Mark entry on/off
Move entry/ies to target entry
Move entry down the list
Move entry up the list
Namesake on/off
Paste
Paste
Read only on/off
Redo
Retrieve
Scroll down current list

Esc
Ctrl+PgDn
Ctrl+U
Shift+Esc
Enter
Ctrl+C
Ctrl+Insert
Ctrl+drag/drop
Ctrl+X
Shift+Del
Del
Backspace
Ctrl+Del
Ctrl+Backspace
Del
Tab
F2
Ctrl+End
End
Alt+Enter
Shift+PgDn
Shift+PgUp
Enter
Shift+Enter
Shift+Ctrl+L
Alt+L
Ctrl+Shift+drag/drop
Shift+drag/drop
@
Ctrl+M
drag/drop
Alt+Down arrow
Alt+Up arrow
Ctrl+N
Ctrl+V
Shift+Insert
Shift+Ctrl+R
Shift+Ctrl+Z
Ctrl+R
PgDn
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Scroll up current list
Select a block of entries
Select all entries in current list
Select an entry
Select multiple characters
Select multiple characters
Select multiple entries in any sequence
Select/deselect multiple entries
Select/deselect multiple entries
Sort ascending
Sort descending
Split entry
Start of entry
Start of line
Throw a copy of entry(ies)
Throw entry(ies)
Top of current list
Undo
Undo
Word left
Word left
Word right
Word right

PgUp
Shift+left click
Ctrl+A
Left click
Shift+Left arrow
Shift+Right arrow
Ctrl+left click
Shift+Down arrow
Shift+Up arrow
Shift+Ctrl+U (Up)
Shift+Ctrl+D (Down)
Ctrl+Enter
Ctrl+Home
Home
Shift+Ctrl+T
Ctrl+T
Ctrl+PgUp
Alt+Backspace
Ctrl+Z
Ctrl+Left arrow
Shift+Tab
Ctrl+Right arrow
Tab

* In 1981, when BrainStorm was designed, the @ was virtually unused, so we chose it
as the mark symbol and control. How times change.
These commands affect the currently active model:
File, print and publish:
Close
Merge file
New
Open
Print
Publish HTML
Save as
Save
Write text file

Shift+Ctrl+C
Shift+Ctrl+M
Shift+Ctrl+N
Ctrl+O
Ctrl+P
Shift+Ctrl+H
Shift+Ctrl+A
Ctrl+S
Ctrl+W

Navigate:
Aerial view
Bottom of current list
Demote
Find/replace again
Find/replace again
Find/Replace
Find/Replace
Jump to mark
Mark entry on/off

Ctrl+B (B = Balloon)
Ctrl+PgDn
End
Shift+Ctrl+F
F3
Ctrl+F
Ctrl+F3
Ctrl+J
@
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Mark entry on/off
Next Namesake
Previous Namesake
Promote
Scroll down current list
Scroll up current list
Title
Top of current list

Ctrl+M
Right arrow
Left arrow
Home
PgDn
PgUp
Ctrl+Home
Ctrl+PgUp

When restructuring and making changes:
Copy
Copy
Copy entry/ies to target entry
Cut
Cut
Delete entry/ies
Enforce colour
Find/replace again
Find/replace again
Find/Replace
Find/Replace
Insert separator entry
Make copy of selection descendant(s) of target entry
Make selection descendant(s) of target entry
Make copy of selection part of heading's list
Make selection part of heading's list
Mark entry on/off
Move entry/ies to target entry
Move entry down the list
Move entry up the list
Paste
Paste
Retrieve
Smart paste
Select all entries in current list
Select/deselect multiple entries
Select/deselect multiple entries
Sort ascending (Up)
Sort descending (Down)
Throw entry(ies)
Toggle Mark on/off
Undo
Undo

Ctrl+C
Ctrl+Insert
Ctrl+drag/drop
Ctrl+X
Shift+Del
Del
Ctrl+E
Shift+Ctrl+F
F3
Ctrl+F
Ctrl+F3
Ctrl+L
Ctrl+Shift+drag/drop
Shift+drag/drop
Ctrl+Shift+drag/drop
Shift+drag/drop
Ctrl+M
drag/drop
Alt+Down arrow
Alt+Up arrow
Ctrl+V
Shift+Insert
F7
Shift+Ctrl+V
Ctrl+A
Shift+Down arrow
Shift+Up arrow
Shift+Ctrl+U
Shift+Ctrl+D
F8
@
Alt+Backspace
Ctrl+Z

These commands affect the BrainStorm program:
About BrainStorm
Cascade
Close window
Context menu
Context sensitive help
Help

Alt+F1
Alt+C
Ctrl+F4
Shift+F10
Ctrl+F1
F1
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Next Window
Previous window
Refresh
Refresh all
Show available controls
Split window
Alt+H
Alt+V

Ctrl+F6
Shift+Ctrl+F6
F5
Ctrl+F5
right click
Shift+Ctrl+F4
Tile horizontal
Tile vertical
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Technical stuff
See what files are supplied as part of the BrainStorm package, how to recover a lost file, the format of
the BrainStorm file and how to put a BrainStorm viewer into your website.
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BrainStorm files
These are the files that you will find in the BrainStorm directory. Apart from the .dll files which may be
there or you may have chosen to put then into a common directory such as Windows/System.
brain.exe = BrainStorm itself
brain.chm = BrainStorm Help
*.dll = Two BrainStorm program extensions: MSVCRT and OLEDLG
uninstal.exe = Uninstall program - removes BrainStorm from your computer
brain.ini = Preferences & status - usually in Windows directory*
bsjava.dat = A vital part of the web publishing element of BrainStorm
ReadMe.txt = Release notes on your version of BrainStorm
Licence.txt = Your BrainStorm licence agreement
Introduction to BrainStorm.doc = A short guide to BrainStorm in Word format
Introduction to BrainStorm.pdf = A short guide to BrainStorm in Acrobat format
bsw.dot - A Word template (including a VBA macro called Outline) which converts a plain tabbed
outline into a stylish hierarchy which looks neat in Word's outline view as well.
PPT2TAB.ppa - A PowerPoint Add-In that exports slide contents to a tabbed file format, acceptable to
BrainStorm and other programs.
* BrainStorm looks for brain.ini first in the currently logged directory, then the execution directory, then
the Windows directory, just in case you wish to override the default one in Windows. For example, you
may be in a network that doesn't allow writing to system folders, or you might like to run BrainStorm
from your USB drive, thumb drive or whatever. Instructions about this are included in the BrainStorm
installer.
Install new version
To install a new version of BrainStorm, simply close the program and run the installer (SetupBSW.exe).
This will not change your preferences your working files or anything. It will just replace your existing
BrainStorm program and documentation files. Please do not uninstall BrainStorm or you will lose
your program settings.
Uninstall
Please note, to uninstall BrainStorm, first exit the program (if it's running), then go to Program
files/BrainStorm/Uninstall BrainStorm. This will uninstall the program but leave your working files intact.
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Recovery
BrainStorm tries to preserve your work to enable you to recover from a system crash or accidental
abandonment of a working file.
BrainStorm saves your work periodically, as long as Autosave is set. If you are working on a new file,
and haven't yet named it, a special file with a .$$$ extension is stored in your /local settings/temp
directory. As soon as you name the file through doing an explicit Save or Save as, then this filename is
used. When you reload an existing file, as soon as you Save it or Autosave it, the original is renamed with
a .bak extension and all saves during the current session are saved to the .brn filename.
In the event of a system crash, BrainStorm will recover any temporary (.$$$) files. All files (.brn and
.$$$) are restored from the last autosave. We strongly recommend that you set autosave to a very short
time. We set ours to a minute, (See Preferences. It's amazing how much you can lose when your
creativity is in full flow.
Should you need to get back to the previous version of a model, open the .bak file. It opens as a
read-only file and cannot be altered unless you explicitly save it first. If you have the warnings (in
Preferences) set to 'popup' a message will appear to this effect, if set to 'beep' BrainStorm will beep at
you and if set to 'none' then BrainStorm will stop you editing but issue no warning.
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BrainStorm file format
BrainStorm file format
We believe that the BrainStorm file format is ideal as a 'thought sharing' mechanism. Accordingly, we are
making the format publicly available for anyone to adopt for use in their own software. Note: the format
has changed since the DOS version although BrainStorm will read DOS .brn files, albeit more slowly. It
will even read CP/M .brn files. To speed loading next time, make a small change to any entry (you can
undo it next time you load the file). This will force BrainStorm to save in the new fast-loading format.
The model specification changes periodically [3.0.25 and 3.0.27 are the most recent]. This means that
earlier versions of BrainStorm will not be able to read these files. Although any version of
BrainStorm will be able to read older files, even those created on CP/M machines in the
1980's.
---------All values are hexadecimal. Optional items are bracketed []. Everything else is compulsory.
File format
Header - A032
[Model colours]
[81] - Colour info to follow
4 bytes Text Colour (Windows RGB COLORREF value)
4 bytes Background Colour (Windows RGB COLORREF value)
Structural attributes
00 - No change in level
01 - Descendant
02 - End of file
[FF to 8F] (1-113 levels higher)]
or
[03] followed by a two byte value [0000 to FFFF] (0000 is 65535 levels higher)
Entry attributes
[85] - This entry is marked
[81] - Colour info to follow
4 bytes Text Colour (Windows RGB COLORREF value)
4 bytes Background Colour (Windows RGB COLORREF value)
Text length
[00 to 7F] - entry length 0 to 127 bytes
or
[FF] - entry length >127 bytes - two more bytes to follow
128 to 65535 (bytes 8000(lo/hi) to FFFF)
[Namesake/Read only indicator]
1F
[Namesake/Read only status]
01 - Unique, non-namesake, Title
02 - Read-only namesake
03 - Read-only non-namesake or Read-only Title
04 - Normal entry
06 - Read-only entry
(08 10 20 40 and 80 are reserved for future expansion)
Entry text
20 to FF repeated
----------
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BrainStorm will also import text files using the Merge file or Open commands. These need to be in an
outline format which uses tabs or spaces to signify increasing levels of depth.
One way to create a structured text file out of another program which can print outlines is to print to file.
In 'Printers and Faxes' in Start/Settings or Control Panel, Add printer with the settings Print to File and
the Generic / Text only driver. Then when you want to create a text file which can be imported to
BrainStorm, simply choose Generic / Text only from the Printer name: in the Print dialogue.
BrainStorm is supplied with a PowerPoint AddIn PPT2TAB. This extracts slide text from a presentation
as a tabbed outline.
---------BrainStorm can export files or save them to the clipboard in a spaced or tabbed text format using the
Write text file command. They are then ready for pasting into programs such as Natara's Bonsai for the
Palm or the Freemind graphical outlining program or MindManager X5 which recognise such formats.
We have provided a Word template (.dot file) with BrainStorm which will convert a tabbed outline into
something more exotic.
You can also use the Publish HTML command to output simple HTML which a wide range of programs
can read.
----------
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Java Browser
If you are a licenced user and you would like to embed a Java-based BrainStorm model viewer inside
your website then please drop a line to support@brainstormsw.com. This offers a graphically attractive,
high speed way of sharing your BrainStorm models with those who do not yet own a copy of BrainStorm
itself.
The browser can be embedded within your own web pages (as opposed to the HTML BrainStorm
mind-reader which, together with its associated model, is an entire Web page.)
The Java Browser is a bandwidth-friendly way of sharing your BrainStorm models. It is also a
fantastically easy way to keep people up to date. All changes made to the underlying model are reflected
instantly to your web page visitors.
Here is an illustration of the Java Browser as it might be embedded into your own web page:

Pricing is based on mutual benefit. If you earn nothing from it, we'd charge you nothing. If you make a
fortune from it, we'll charge you a little more. :-)
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Buying BrainStorm

(See foot of page for further information)
Limitations of expired product
Expired versions of BrainStorm lose their ability to print, save, merge, open non-BrainStorm files and
publish web pages. All these functions are restored when you purchase a licence.
If you don't want to continue using BrainStorm, your existing work can be exported as a text outline to
either the clipboard or a file using the Write command. From there, it can be read or pasted into other
programs, thus preserving your hard work.
Buying a licence
If you would like to buy a licence for your copy of BrainStorm , please click here or on Buy BrainStorm
in the Help menu.
When you first get BrainStorm, it will either be personalised or it will be an evaluation copy. If it is
personalised, the registrant's name will appear on the menu bar. (If this is not you, then you need to buy
your own licence). After 30 days evaluation, a nag screen will appear when you start BrainStorm and
when you open files, to remind you that your evaluation period has expired.
Your licence
Licences last until 2037. Regular improvements to the program are included in your licence fee and, of
course, we always provide prompt technical support, usually by email. Any major upgrades will be
subject to a modest additional fee. If you really need more time to evaluate the program, send an email of
explanation to support@brainstormsw.com and we'll send an extension code.
When you purchase a licence, you will be given a registration code based on your name. Highlight the
two lines and copy them to the clipboard. Click on the 'Evaluation Copy' or person's name menu bar
entry then click on the Licence code button. (You can also access the licence code process via the Help
menu item.) Your details should appear in the boxes. If they don't then , you will have to copy and paste
each value (name and code) separately. It is very important that the name and code are entered exactly
as they are supplied by us.
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About BrainStorm
The About BrainStorm dialogue box not only gives access to the purchase process, it also contains a
few other bits and pieces.
The Tell a friend 'smiley' button creates a short email which you could use to alert a friend about
BrainStorm. You don't have to use our words, of course. They are there to get you started.
BrainStorm on the Web connects you to our website.
The rest is pretty self evident. David created the iconic image of Marck and the thing that looks like a
poodle is Marck's signature.
The Association of Shareware Professionals
BrainStorm is produced by a member of the Association of Shareware Professionals (ASP). ASP wants
to make sure that the shareware principle works for you. If you are unable to resolve a
shareware-related problem with an ASP member by contacting the member directly, ASP may be able
to help. The ASP Ombudsman can help you resolve a dispute or technical problem with an ASP
member, but does not provide technical support for members' products. Please contact the ASP
Ombudsman online at http://www.asp-shareware.com/omb
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